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Summary
Due to a variety of factors, including infrastructure needs, labour requirements and
transport costs, horticulture is often located near major urban centres. This study
focuses on the coastal plain region from Gingin to Augusta. This region
accommodates over 80% of Western Australia’s population and includes the State’s
major urban centres. This region accounts for over half the State’s horticultural
production with a gross value of production of $244 million (adjusted ABS values, see
section 1.2). Increasing population pressures and increasing demand for horticultural
produce have resulted in competition for the limited land resources in this area.
While urban land uses have always been recognised and planned for through the
formal land use planning process, the resource requirements of the horticultural
industry are only now starting to be recognised. New strategic planning work by the
Ministry for Planning, and assisted by Agriculture Western Australia, should provide
the administrative framework by which agricultural activities such as horticulture can
be better represented in land use plans. Strategic agricultural areas have been
identified in the State Planning Strategy at the State level (WAPC 1998). At the local
and regional level new policies for productive agricultural land are currently under
review (WAPC 1997). Despite being draft policies, some of the areas outlined in the
State Planning Strategy are already being implemented in local rural strategies, town
planning schemes and statutory region schemes.
This report aims to assist land use planning for horticulture by presenting detailed
shire by shire summaries of the land resources which are potentially available for
horticultural development. Groundwater is the main source of water for horticulture in
the study area, hence summaries of groundwater resources based on 1995 figures
potentially available for horticulture, are also provided. The report updates broad
scale land resource and groundwater information compiled in a report titled
Horticulture on the Swan Coastal Plain - a review of land and water needs and
availability (WRC 1992).
The horticultural development potential from Perth to Augusta has been summarised
in Table S1. There are approximately 70,000 ha of good (i.e. high capability)
horticultural land, of which approximately 20,000 ha are covered by remnant
vegetation and hence subject to clearing controls, leaving 50,000 ha, which is about
5% of the study area.
There are 264,000 ML of unallocated, unconfined groundwater. This could be
enough water for an extra 17,500 ha of market gardens or 66,000 ha of perennial
horticulture (assuming a water usage rate of 15 ML/ha/year and 4 ML/ha/year
respectively).
These results indicate that the best (class 1 or 2) land resources available for
horticulture are scarce within the study area. This is especially so when you
consider that current land use is not considered in this study, and that high capability
land and groundwater do not always coincide. Infact, the shire summaries in this
report indicate that the availability of high capability (class 1 & 2) horticultural
land is more restrictive than ground water availability in many shires.
As mentioned above, this report does not consider current land uses such as rural
residential and urban developments already located on high capability horticultural
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land. Horticulture must compete with all other land uses for land and water
resources. Hence, the amount of horticultural development that could realistically
occur is likely to be considerably below the maximum development potential.
Fortunately, there are also around 357,000 ha of fair (class 3) horticultural land
available for development, 125,000 ha of which are covered by remnant vegetation
(Table S1). Some of these areas may also be developed for horticulture, although
site selection, land management issues and environmental constraints will be more
restrictive and will limit some types of horticultural development.

Table S1. Summary resources from Perth to Augusta (Capability classes
based on land capability assessment methodology described by Wells and
King 1989).
GVP total horticulture (1995)*
Approximate area of current horticulture
(1995)*
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

$215,407,000
12,700 ha
264,000 ML

Total CALM land

562,532 ha

Unmapped land or water features

138,881 ha

Class 1 or 2 (good) horticultural land

69,653 ha

28% vegetated

Predominantly Class 3 (fair) horticultural
land

357,261 ha

35% vegetated

Predominantly Class 4 or 5 (generally
unsuitable) for horticulture

304,589 ha

23% vegetated

Additional horticultural development
potential**

17,500 ha

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens
use 15,000 kL/ha/year
The results for Gingin have been presented in a separate table (Table S2) since it
differs markedly from the other shires in the study area. With a total area of 320,000
ha Gingin is by far the largest of the shires considered in this study (the next largest
being the Shire of Margaret River-Augusta at 226,000 ha). Gingin is also endowed
with vast supply of available groundwater and, until recently, there has been relatively
little urban development pressures. Furthermore, in Gingin, the proportion of CALM
estate, which is not available for development, is only approx. 23%. (By comparison
Augusta-Margaret River is 51% CALM land.) However, it is also likely that a
proportion of groundwater from Gingin will be allocated for public water supply
purposes. This may significantly reduce the horticultural development potential
indicated on Table S2. Inclusion of Gingin in Table S1 would distort the finding that
for most of the study area, horticultural development potential is limited.
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Table S2. Summary resources in Gingin (Capability classes based on land
capability assessment methodology describe by Wells and King 1989).
GVP total horticulture (1995)*
Approximate area of current horticulture
(1995):
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)
Total area of local authority

$28,795,000
1,710 ha
158,287 ML
320,243 ha

Total CALM land

74,945 ha

Unmapped land or water features

34,226 ha

Class 1 or 2 (good) horticultural land:

47,935 ha

14%
vegetated

Predominantly Class 3 (fair) horticultural land:

43,935 ha

30%
vegetated

119,201 ha

29%
vegetated

Predominantly Class 4 or 5 (generally
unsuitable) horticultural land:
Additional horticultural development potential**

10,600 ha

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens
use 15,000 kL/ha/year
The few remaining areas of land highly suited to sustainable horticultural
development are rapidly diminishing. If horticulture is to continue to be an important
part of the social and economic development of this region, active involvement in the
allocation of suitable land (and water) resources is crucial. A failure to protect high
capability resources will result in the development of lower capability horticultural land
which will lead to additional environmental costs (e.g. algal blooms, polluted
groundwater) and production costs (e.g. higher price for fruit and vegetables).
These costs must ultimately be borne by the community.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Project Aim
This report outlines land and groundwater resources available for horticultural
development, focusing on the strip of coastal land extending from the Shire of Gingin
in the north to the Shire of Augusta-Margaret River in the south (Figure 1.1.1). It
provides a detailed analysis of available land and groundwater resources as well as
remnant vegetation, summarising the information on a local authority basis. A brief
discussion of some important planning and management issues facing horticulture is
also included. It is hoped that the information provided will aid land use planners in
identifying horticultural resources so that some may be protected from competing
land uses via formal planning mechanisms. The information may also assist potential
horticulturists in narrowing their search for new horticultural properties and will
undoubtedly also be of interest to the real estate industry and consultants involved in
property planning. This report updates information presented in a publication titled
Horticulture on the Swan Coastal Plain: A review of land and water needs and
availability (WRC 1992) which was prepared by the Western Australian Water
Resources Council as part of an earlier study.

1
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Figure 1.1.2. Outline of study region. The extent of the soil-landscape mapping used is indicated in grey.

This report is to be read in conjunction with a series of eight land capability maps
titled Land and Groundwater for Horticulture from Gingin to Augusta - (Figure 1.1.2).
These maps provide a detailed picture of the land and groundwater resources
discussed and summarised here. The maps, although reproduced at a scale of
1:100,000, are (generally) based on land-resource survey information captured at
1:50,000. The maps overlap slightly to allow, as far as possible, individual shires to
be covered by a single map. The only shire (outside the metropolitan region) which
does not fall onto a single map sheet is the Shire of Capel, which is covered by
sheets six and seven. For reasons of cost and because it was anticipated that only
specific map sheets, rather than the whole series, would be of relevance to most
users, the maps have not been included with this report. Copies of the maps may be
purchased from Agriculture Western Australia, South Perth.
2
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Figure 1.2. Key to Land and Groundwater for Horticulture from Gingin to Augusta land capability maps.

1.2 The Value of Horticulture
Horticulture is a significant user of land in Western Australia. It is an industry which
contributes to the social and economic welfare of the country as a whole as well as
State, regional and local communities. However, when competition and conflict
between horticulture and other non-agricultural land uses arises, horticultural land is
all too readily turned over to other uses. If horticulture is to remain viable and
sustainable in the future, planners and decision-makers (as well as the community as
a whole) need to develop and understanding of horticulture’s requirements and
concerns and implement measures to ensure horticulture can secure access to those
resources it requires to meet future demands.
The value of horticulture within the study region in an economic sense can easily be
demonstrated by comparing the gross values of annual horticultural and agricultural
production for the State and the study region using Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS) figures. The value of the State’s total for horticultural production is in excess
of $327 million. The value of horticultural production in the Gingin to Augusta study
area is $166 million, which accounts for just over half of the total value of horticultural
production in Western Australia (Table 1.2.1). Within the study area horticulture
makes up 33% of total agricultural production, and is by far the most valuable
agricultural commodity produced.

3
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Table 1.2.1. Comparison between totals for gross value of annual production (GVP) and land area for
horticulture and total agriculture within the study area and State. 1993/94 figures. (Source: ABS 1996).

GVP ($/ha)
State
Total
horticulture

Study area

Land area (ha)
State

Study area

327,000,000

166,000,000

23,000

12,300

Total agriculture 3,360,000,00
0

500,000,000

115,000,000*

639,000

* Includes pastoral leases

Another way of looking at the information in Table 1.2.1 is on an area basis.
Horticulture only uses 23,000 ha State wide and only 12,300 ha within the study
area. This equates to $14,200/ha/year across the State and $13,500/ha/year in the
study area. Horticulture is a very intensive land use compared to many other
agricultural activities such as dry land crop and pasture production. For example, the
next most valuable dry land commodity is hay production at $457/ha/year (ABS
1996). The relative importance of horticulture (in terms of GVP) on a shire by shire
basis is depicted in table 1.2.1 and Figure 1.2.1. Five of WA’s top 10 local authorities
occur within the Gingin to Augusta study area (i.e. Wanneroo, Gingin, Kalamunda,
Busselton and Cockburn). The importance of horticulture in the Gingin to Augusta
area can be attributed, in part, to the proximity to major overseas markets, a lack of
disease and pests, and an image of being ‘clean and green’ (WAPC 1997a).

4
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Figure 1.2.1. Value of horticulture production in Western Australia on a Shire-by-Shire basis (van Gool
and Runge 1996).
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Table 1.2. Approximate area and gross value of production (GVP) for the main horticultural activities for
each Shire in the study region. (ABS 93/94. Adjusted values based on Morris and Bradby 1995 – see
Appendix 2.)
Garden horticulture
Region*

Area
(ha)

Value
(GVP)

Vegetables
Area
(ha)

Fruit

Value
(GVP)

Area
(ha)

Total horticulture

Value
(GVP)

Adjusted
Area
(ha)

Value (GVP)

Adjusted
Value (GVP)

Armadale

40

1,012,185

9

190,046

420

4,635,573

520

5,838,233

6,902,000

AugustaMargaret
River

14

744,996

47

126,842

243

1,065,729

370

1,937,857

2,480,000

1

39,864

6

28,967

0

0

10

68,837

103,000

125

2,765,064

662

7,314,233

467

2,616,668

2,040

12,697,094

17,997,000

Capel

25

1,020,003

40

342,777

164

1,313,279

290

2,676,263

3,489,000

Cockburn

88

4,022,965

365

6,418,699

2

6,458

910

10,448,489

15,670,000

Dardanup

0.2

4,033

11

84,150

29

61,054

50

149,277

199,000

Gingin

30

716,067

671

16,673,301

308

2,464,136

1,710

19,854,482

28,795,000

Gosnells

34

2,444,762

13

139,946

86

530,024

180

3,114,831

4,460,000

7

204,765

482

8,799,956

171

909,048

1,150

9,914,422

14,507,000

72

4,884,151

5

103,449

739

8,209,567

890

13,197,910

16,512,000

8

504,871

211

5,723,928

2

0

600

6,229,011

12,240,000

Bunbury
Busselton

Harvey
Kalamunda
Kwinana
Mandurah

7

157,115

0

0

0.1

0

50

157,115

850,000

Mundaring

12

843,483

0

0

102

680,511

130

1,524,096

2,014,000

4

334,860

6

21,297

277

5,209,717

330

5,566,157

4,490,000

Rockingha
m

23

1,007,651

322

5,613,549

25

199,045

480

6,820,592

12,400,000

SerpentineJarrahdale

29

592,817

84

2,248,719

274

2,050,973

550

4,892,867

16,020,000

Murray

Swan
Wanneroo

37

2,420,826

97

1,152,010

781

6,442,743

1,050

10,016,456

12,446,000

309

17,513,091

1050

21,872,458

201

9,604,747

2,920

48,991,548

69,644,000

Waroona
Total:

6
871

240,125
41,473,694

40

314,536

19

294,719

180

849,439

1,585,000

4121

77,168,863

4310

46,293,991

14,410

164,944,976

242,803,000

In Table 1.2.2, area and GVP values for three main horticultural industry sectors (i.e.
garden horticulture, vegetables and fruit) are based on 1993/94 ABS figures (ABS
1996). The adjusted values of the industry totals are based on figures from the Peel
horticulture study (Morris and Bradby 1995). While it is generally accepted that ABS
figures provide a reasonable industry overview, they significantly underestimate
horticultural production. For example, results from the Peel horticulture study
indicate that ABS figures underestimate GVP for vegetables by around 50%.
Furthermore ABS data is subjected to little or no field checks. Morris and Bradby
(1995) were able to conduct significant amounts of ground truthing and drew on local
knowledge. For these reasons the Peel horticulture study is considered to be a more
accurate reflection of horticultural production in the study area than ABS figures.
Postulating agriculture’s economic contribution to society, particularly as a
justification for its protection, is not a new argument (e.g. Ward 1957) and most
certainly not the only one. Issues such as local food security (Birch 1993, Henry
1993), global food security (Brown 1995, NSW Agriculture 1984, Rosengarten 1995)
domestic food prices, and the desirability of a diversified local economy are also of
importance. For example, horticulture provides direct employment for 9,000 to
12,000 people in WA (calculated using 1991 ABS Labour Force Survey estimates Ferguson et al. 1995). Furthermore, agriculture makes important and not to be
6
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underestimated contributions to the scenic amenity and open space of an area and is
therefore strongly linked to tourism (e.g. Margaret River and the Swan Valley
vineyard areas).

1.3 Overview of Planning Issues
The value of horticultural production (Statewide) in real values (i.e. adjusted to
1994/95 values) indicates that it has grown from $220 million in 1982/83 to $397
million in 1993/94, which is equivalent to 80% growth (Annan et al. in prep). With the
opportunities provided by the rapid expansion of the local as well as the Asian and
other international markets, this trend is expected to continue. Hence the amount of
horticultural land required within the study area by 2026 may be doubled to a total of
24,000 ha. At the same time, by the year 2026 the population of WA is expected to
increase from 1.6 million people in 1991 to 2.6 million people, with 2 million people
living in or near Perth. This will require around 609,000 houses 500,000 residential
lots and 54,500 ha of land around the State (MfP 1995b). About 33,000 ha additional
residential land will be required in the study area.
Horticulture is an intensive land use that, in comparison to other agricultural land
uses, requires relatively little land area (see Figure 1.3). Horticulture currently
occupies less than 2% of the study area. However, for production and environmental
reasons, the appropriate siting of horticultural industries is crucial. Specifically,
horticulture has a requirement for good land matched to ample fresh water supplies.
(For general discussion regarding land use planning for agriculture and horticulture
see Kininmonth et al. 1996.) Such land is often also preferred for housing
developments. Furthermore, due to infrastructure and labour requirements as well as
proximity to markets, horticulture is traditionally developed near urban centres. As a
result, horticulture often competes directly with urban land for the same resources.
Unfortunately horticulture is often viewed as a transient land use associated with the
urban fringe; a land use which may be replaced by urban and related developments
as city areas grow. But land is a finite resource and the areas well suited to
horticultural development are diminishing rapidly. Unless appropriate actions are
taken much of the most valuable horticultural land may become buried under roads,
buildings and concrete and it will disappear from the economic and social makeup of
many shires in the study area.

7
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Total area
(900,000 ha)

Figure 1.3. Comparing the area of horticulture and urban land in the study area, 1993/94 figures (ABS
1996).

1.3.1 Strategic Land Use Planning for Agriculture
Even though agriculture as a whole (including horticulture) is the largest user of land
in Western Australia, it is poorly represented in strategic planning. In fact, it is largely
the efforts of local authorities which have helped achieve a more strategic focus for
agricultural land use planning. Some notable local Government examples include:
•

The Swan Valley Planning Act in the Shire of Swan

•

The Hills orchard area included in the Kalamunda Town planning scheme

•

Rural Strategies for Gingin and Serpentine-Jarrahdale.

However, while some local authorities are attempting to plan for their agricultural
resources, lack of State wide strategic planning for agricultural industries means that
their efforts have been hampered, and there are only few areas where some
agricultural protection has been achieved. A strategic overview is essential to
provide a relative ranking of the State’s most important horticultural resources and to
strike a balance between horticulture and the other land uses important to the
development of WA. For example, in urban planning it is accepted that a certain area
needs to be available for schools, shops, roads, parks and industry, and locations for
8
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these developments are carefully considered. Horticulture is simply another industry
that needs to be considered for long-term sustainable development.
There is a need to protect prime agricultural land from competing land uses. In fact,
the need to protect prime agricultural land has today been almost universally
accepted (e.g. United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 1992,
Coghlan 1996). In WA the lack of strategic planning and the rapid loss of the most
productive agricultural land has been formally recognised as a major issue in the
following Cabinet position statement:
"The Western Australian Government considers that productive
agricultural land is a finite national and State resource that must be
conserved and managed for the longer term.
As a general objective, the exercise of planning powers should be used
to protect such land from those developments, activities or influences
that lead to its alienation or diminished productivity, while always
accepting the need for land for urban areas and other uses of State
significance." (December 1994)
The above position statement had important implications for agriculture and the State
Planning Strategy (WAPC 1998) constituted a major shift in planning policy, with a
change in the focus of planning for urban growth to the wider scope of planning for all
land and its uses, including agriculture. The State Planning Strategy includes maps
prepared by Agriculture Western Australia, which highlight strategically important
areas for irrigated agriculture, of which horticulture is the largest component (Figure
1.3.1.). Furthermore, the Ministry for Planning and Agriculture Western Australia have
released a discussion paper tilted Planning for productive agricultural land (WAPC
1997) which is likely to lead to the preparation of a policy document for agricultural
land use planning. This process has also been combined with a general review of
the Rural Land Use Planning Policy (SPC Policy No. DC 3.4, see also WAPC 1997).
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Figure 1.3.1. Generally defined strategic agricultural areas for south-west WA (Source: WPC 1998)
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If these objectives and policies are to be successfully implemented, there is a need to
further refine the available land resource information at regional and local planning
levels using the most detailed data available. That is what this report attempts to do.
The information in this report is presented on a local authority basis to give an
overview of the land and groundwater resources well suited for long-term horticultural
uses so that some of these areas can be protected through formal planning
mechanisms.
Recent examples which utilise the information presented here include:
•
•

the Draft Statement of Planning Policy for the Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge (MfP
1997) which identifies areas for viticulture, horticulture and grazing
draft statutory region Schemes for the Bunbury and the Greater Peel regions
which identify important agricultural areas.

1.3.2 Rural-residential Development
One of the major threats to the rural land resource has been the conversion of
agricultural land as a result of rural-residential developments. Rural-residential
developments refers to the utilisation of rural land, located within daily or even weekly
commuting distances of population centres, to provide for the residential and
recreational requirements of people employed in cities and towns (Leslie 1982). The
main problem with rural-residential development is that a single dwelling can occupy
several hectares of rural land which is often not available or utilised for agricultural
activities. Rural-residential developments in areas of urban growth also cause
difficulties for urban development, as well established rural-residential communities
can be difficult to move. Rural-residential areas often occur on land suitable for both
future urban and horticulture. As a result, policies aimed at preventing the conversion
of rural land will often focus on the negative - preventing rural-residential
developments - rather than promoting horticulture or urban land uses. Land now
identified in urban growth corridors does appear to be effectively restricting ruralresidential development. However, because there is still no clear policy for protecting
agricultural land, other environmental or social issues are still frequently utilised to
limit rural-residential development in important agricultural areas, often with limited
success.
The Ministry for Planning has indicated that between 1984 and 1993 there were
2,251 lots created in Special Rural zones in the Perth metropolitan region. An
additional 1,870 lots were created in the remainder of the South West Statistical
Division between 1981 and 1990 (based on Ministry for Planning figures supplied to
Agriculture WA, 1994). However these figures underestimate the real situation
because many small (and some large) lots occur in rural zones as de facto ruralresidential areas (i.e. not zoned as rural-residential but used as such).
1.3.3 Lot Size and Land Rezoning
The mechanism for statutory control and regulation of land use at the local
government level is provided through town planning schemes. The basic unit for land
use control within town planning schemes is the zone. The major means of
restricting non-agricultural land uses within rural zones has been via the use of
minimum lot size criteria.
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However, lots used primarily for rural-residential purposes can vary considerably in
size. One or two hectares is common, but there are many around 10, 20 and 40 ha
or even larger. General assumptions regarding lot size and land use must be viewed
with caution. Lot size does not determine land use and there is no guarantee that
larger lots are necessarily used as productive farms. A 400 ha farm might be used
as a hobby farm, or a highly productive nursery may be only one or two ha. A
combination of land use controls, property rights, adjacent land uses and community
expectations, as well as lot size, will all influence what land uses actually occur.
Hence, minimum lot size requirements are not necessarily the best or the only
planning mechanism for preventing alienation of agricultural land within rural zones.
Some examples of other issues which could be looked at are given below:
• Restricting of dwelling development: Additional dwellings are often constructed
and subsequently subdivided from the original property. However, without a
dwelling house smaller lots could be available for purchase by adjacent farmers
based on the undeveloped land value only.
• Buffering of agricultural land use zones: Horticulture and other agricultural
activities should be buffered from adjacent land uses. All too often urban or ruralresidential areas develop adjacent to existing horticulturists resulting in complaints
with regard to agricultural smells, chemical sprays etc. Horticulturists are forced
to modify their practices despite having been there before the new developments
occurred. This idea of set backs or buffer areas from agricultural areas is
currently being used in Queensland, where it has been formalised through
planning guidelines (QDNR 1997).
• Groundwater availability: Policy areas selected for their high suitability for
horticulture must have an adequate supply of groundwater. Water is allocated on
a first in first served basis and there is presently no mechanism for ensuring water
is available for future agricultural water supply).
1.3.4 Environmental issues
The environmental impacts of horticulture are a major issue in the study area. There
has been a strong focus on possible detrimental impacts of horticulture near the
Gnangara and Jandakot Groundwater mounds and in the catchments for
Leschenault Inlet, Peel-Harvey Estuary, the Vasse Estuary, Lake Clifton and
Ellenbrook (i.e. the entire Swan Coastal Plain). However, both horticulture and urban
uses have a high propensity to pollute the environment. Despite this there is a
general presumption against horticulture by agencies considering environmental
issues in the study area. The main reason for this has been the risk to ground and
surface water posed by horticultural industries. For example, phosphorus in drainage
water is one of the major causes of blooms of blue-green alga (nodularia) in the PeelHarvey Estuary and associated streams and wetlands. The issues are essentially
the same all along the Coastal Plain, including the Swan River, the Leschenault Inlet
catchment and the Vasse and Wonerup estuaries. But these pollution risks must be
placed in perspective with other land uses, such as urban and related developments.
(See also information presented in Peel Horticultural Landcare group, 1992.)
Table 1.3.4 compares the phosphorus loads in drainage water for various land use
activities. It shows urban developments to have a far higher potential for phosphorus
pollution than horticultural developments. Of course, comparisons such as those
presented in Table 1.3.4 should be viewed with caution. For example, Summers et
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al. (in prep.) indicate that no single soil or land use parameter explains the majority of
phosphorus discharge into the Peel-Harvey Estuary (Shire of Murray and City of
Mandurah). Furthermore the relationships between parameters that affect
phosphorus discharge are poorly understood, and not easily modelled or quantified.
Similarly catchment size and variable rainfall and drainage can dramatically affect the
results. Nevertheless, the figures presented in Table 1.3.4 are still likely to be in the
right order of magnitude.
Table 1.3.4. Phosphorus loads in drainage waters summarised from a reference list compiled by CSIRO
(Canberra) for their catchment management support system for land use planning. (CSIRO 1991)

Activity

No.
references

Range kg/P/ha Mean kg/P/ha

Cropping

14

0.06 - 4.6

1.3

Pasture

25

0.04 - 3.24

0.81

Improved pasture

14

0.02 - 1.05

0.36

Horticulture & mixed
agriculture

14

0.01 - 14.3

2.18

Urban

40

0.04 - 25

2.99

Forest

35

0.001 - 0.9

0.15

Both horticulture and urban land uses have a high propensity to pollute the
environment, and both activities need to be planned and managed better.
Note also that in full sewerage to urban areas, though of environmental benefit,
particularly to ground water quality, does little to alter the picture presented in Table
1.3.4, which is mainly associated with surface and shallow sub-surface water flows
from gardens and storm-water drainage and not drainage to deeper groundwater.
Nitrates are usually the major nutrient problem for groundwater. Risks to deeper
groundwater are higher for horticulture than sewered urban residential areas, but
neither land use could be considered safe over groundwater areas for public water
supply. Land uses such as light industrial areas and petrol stations, frequently in or
near urban areas, are often a much larger risk to groundwater than horticulture.
Some pollutants from these sources are toxic in very small quantities, and may
persist in the environment, or the groundwater, for many years. A few of the common
pollutants from these sources include organic solvents, petroleum products and
heavy metals.
Other environmental aspects of horticulture, that will in some instances have a larger
impact on the community than nutrient pollution, include agricultural chemicals (e.g.
spray drift or leakages or spills), poultry manure (e.g. smells and stable fly problems),
noise (e.g. tractors, bird scaring devices), irrigation (e.g. high groundwater use could
affect other users or local wetland areas). More information regarding some of these
environmental issues associated with horticulture can be obtained from several
recent Agriculture Western Australia publications:
Lantzke N. and Galati A. (1997). Codes of practice for vegetable production on
the Swan Coastal Plain. Agriculture Western Australia.
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Lantzke N. (1997). Phosphorus and nitrate loss from horticulture on the Swan
Coastal Plain. Agriculture Western Australia Miscellaneous Publication No.
16/97.
Paulin B., Lantzke N., McPharlin I. and Hegney M. (1995). Making horticulture
sustainable. Journal of Agriculture Western Australia Vol. 36, pp39-45.
Cook D. and Dadour I. (1998). Fly Breeding associated with horticulture and
livestock. Brochure prepared by Agriculture Western Australia and Health WA.
Paulin B. (1997). Best crop production practices for managing fly breeding and
for using manure. Agriculture Western Australia Miscellaneous Publication
7/97.
Prout A. and McFarlane J. Environmental Guidelines for Horticulturalists in the
Lower Great Southern.
Agriculture Western Australia.
Miscellaneous
Publication 11/96.
With the long list of potential problems associated with any intensive land use it is
easy to overlook environmental opportunities. For example, groundwater tables
generally rise under urban developments resulting in expensive pumping costs to
maintain local wetland habitats. In South Australia a number of test wells are
recycling water by pumping drainage waters from peri-urban developments into
deeper confined groundwater for re-use as a water supply. (They use confined
groundwater because clay soils around Adelaide means seepage to shallow aquifers
is too slow) (Dillon et al. 1996). The costs associated with water re-used from this
source are approximately half the cost of their scheme water supply. Near Perth, our
unconfined aquifer is sandy and gets rapidly replenished with seasonal rainfall.
Presently this groundwater is a waste product associated with urban development. It
has not been assessed if strategically located horticultural activities could utilise this
water surplus, while providing additional employment and investment opportunities.
The information presented in this report is a good starting point for finding the best
location and to develop plans to minimise the complex array of environmental
problems associated with horticultural development. For example, soils with a high
capability will have better nutrient-holding ability, therefore reducing pollution risk.
They will also have better moisture-holding ability and lower irrigation and fertiliser
requirements. Good natural drainage means that new drains should not be needed,
further reducing the potential for additional nutrient or water-borne chemicals to be
carried off site.
Well located remnant vegetation can be important as a buffer to control and filter
drainage water. Vegetation, by acting as a wind break is also a physical barrier for
smells, spray drift and noise. Existing remnant vegetation is shown to highlight
possible opportunities to make use of, or expand these remnant areas of bush land
to achieve multiple aims which could also include conservation and visual amenity
purposes.
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2 Land Resource Data
The study used a Geographic Information System (GIS) to overlay and combine
more than 20 digital maps to identify areas well suited to horticultural development.
The mapping themes used in the GIS overlay have been summarised in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Summary of mapping themes used.

Mapping Theme

Notes

Scale

Date of capture

Land resources

based on soillandscape
mapping

Mostly 1:50,000
Swan Valley
1:25,000
In-fill mapping
1:250,000
East Gingin
1:100,000

variable (but soil
resources do not
change rapidly)

Groundwater
resources

based on
administrative
groundwater subareas identified in
Water Authority
groundwater
management
plans

1:50,000

best available
information
published and
unpublished at
December 1995

Vegetation

based on existing
vegetation
mapping

1:50,000 to
1:100,000

1983-1991

CALM Estate

Unverified
boundary

Appears to be
accurate to about
1:50,000

1989 with some
later modifications

Other information

For display
purposes only:

Various

Various

•

Local authority
boundaries

•

Cadastre and
road centre
lines

•

Rivers

•

Water bodies
(includes some
wetlands)

•

Irrigation
district
boundary
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For detailed planning it is important to know the assumptions and limitations behind
the mapping themes used. Following (Section 2.1) is a description of the land
resources themes used. A detailed data dictionary with a technical description of all
the information used (and aimed primarily at other GIS users of the data) has been
published by Runge and Van Gool (1996). A description of how this information was
combined to arrive at a shire by shire summary of land and water resources is given
in Section 3.
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2.1 Soil/Landscape Data
The identification of horticultural land is based on Department of Agriculture (now
AGWEST) land resource surveys. It uses all of the medium scale (1:50,000) land
resource mapping on, and immediately adjacent to, the Swan Coastal Plain (Figure
2.1).

1

9

2

10
3
5
4
1. Darling System
2. W est G ingin
3. North Metropo litan
4. Swan Valley
5. Darling Range
6. Coasta l Plain
7. Busselton , Margaret-River-Augusta
8. Aeria l Photo Interpretation
Ma p She et Boun darie s
9. East Gingin

8

6

10. Ellenbrook

7

Figure 2.1. Digital land resource maps used.
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2.1.1 Darling System Landforms and Soils (small portion only)
Author:
Scale:
Note:

Churchward and McArthur (1978)
1:250,000
This mapping covers the entire study area, however, the scale is not
detailed enough for local planning purposes. A small portion was only
included as an infill area to help give an overview of the Gingin coastal
dunes where the most important distinction is between the Spearwood
Dunes - with medium grained yellow siliceous sands which are generally
well suited to horticulture, and the Quindalup Dunes - which comprise
coarse calcareous sands - which have very low ability to retain moisture
and have fertility problems associated with high pH.
As a general guide, 65% or more of the Spearwood areas shown are
highly suitable for horticulture.

2.1.2 West Gingin
Author:
Scale:
Note:

Smolinski (1997)
1:50,000
This mapping differs from the other maps in that it is a soils only map, not
a soil-landscape map. As a result it does not distinguish between minor
differences in the landform, although these differences may affect land
use. However, because there is a close relationship between soil and
landform this should not have a major effect on the interpreted maps for
horticulture. As a general guide, it can be expected that 80% or more of
the area within any mapping unit will have the capability rating indicated
on the map.

2.1.3 East Gingin
Author:
Scale:
Note:

Scholz (unpublished - 1995)
1:100,000
This mapping is presently still unpublished and may ultimately be
incorporated into adjacent survey areas. It is less detailed than most of
the other surveys used because it has been mapped at 1:100,000 scale.
As a guide, around 70% of the area within any mapping unit will have the
capability rating indicated on the maps.

2.1.4 North Metropolitan
Authors: McArthur and Mattiske (1985)
Wells and Clarke (1986)
McArthur and Bartle (1980)
Barnesby (unpublished) - This is a small portion of unpublished mapping
which runs along the foothills of the Darling Scarp, see notes under aerial
photo interpretation.
Scale:
1:50,000
Note:
This mapping combines information from several sources. It is based
mostly on landform. However, most likely due to limited time to complete
these surveys, they do not depict many smaller landform features such as
inter-dunal swales which are shown on the other 1:50,000 scale mapping
and may be of some significance to horticultural (and other) developments.
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As a general guide, it can be expected that 80% or more of the area within
any mapping unit will have the capability rating indicated on the map.
2.1.5 Swan Valley
Author:
Scale:
Note:

Moore Campbell Clause (1991) (Based on mapping by Pym 1955)
1:50,000
This is the most detailed mapping used in this study. The only warning to
those wishing to refer to the original source mapping is that the complexity
and quantity of mapping units described makes this mapping difficult to
interpret and use. This has been overcome to a large degree by Moore
and Campbell Clause (1991). However, many smaller mapping units were
not described or rated by Moore and Campbell Clause. These ‘missing’
units have been added during this study by the authors.

2.1.6 Darling Range
Authors: King and Wells (1990)
Scale:
1:50,000
Note:
This is an example of the more recent Agriculture Western Australia and
NLP land resource mapping program surveys. The soil landscape maps
are based on the Australian soil and land survey guidelines (Gunn et al.
1988). This work was specifically prepared for regional and local strategic
planning purposes at 1:50,000 scale and was a test area for the land
capability methodology described by Wells and King (1989).
2.1.7 Coastal Plain from Armadale to Capel
Authors: Peel Harvey North: van Gool (1990), which incorporates mapping for
Rockingham (Wells, Oma and Richards 1985) and Jandakot (Wells,
Richards and Clarke 1986)
Mandurah Murray: Wells (1989)
Peel Harvey South: Van Gool and Kipling (1992)
Harvey to Capel: Barnesby and Proulx-Nixon (in prep.)
Scale:
1:50,000
Note:
This mapping incorporates a number but a combined report for Armadale
to Capel is in preparation, (van Gool and Barnesby In Prep.) however most
of the mapping units used are described in the Mandurah Murray land
capability study (Wells 1989).
See also notes under Darling Range mapping above.
2.1.8 Busselton, Margaret River-Augusta
Authors: Tille and Lantzke (1990a)
Scale:
1:50,000
Note:
As for Darling Range and Coastal Plain from Armadale to Capel.
2.1.9 Aerial Photo Interpretation
Authors: Various (see Notes:)
Scale:
Various
Note:
Some unpublished gaps in the information were filled in using aerial photo
interpretation only. Much of this was compiled by Bev Barnesby (formerly
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Bev Kipling) for the Ministry for Planning's Metropolitan Rural Policy in
1991. The extra mapping for Armadale was prepared for the Armadale
Local Rural Strategy by Martin Wells, (Wells 1993). Several small missing
portions were also added by the authors.
2.1.10 Ellen Brook
Scale:
Author:
Note:

Approximately 1:50,000
McArthur (unpublished)
The Ellen Brook mapping was obtained after the GIS overlays had been
performed. Because of the minor area involved, it has not been
incorporated into the area figures listed in this report.
Ellen Brook mapping was compiled by W. M. McArthur for the CSIRO
nutrient study of the Ellen Brook Catchment. Most of this mapping
overlaps, and is identical to the mapping by McArthur and Mattiske (1985).
This mapping also overlaps the Darling Range survey (King and Wells
1989), but is considerably less detailed. Hence, the Darling Range
mapping is retained for this work. Most mapping units described are
derived from adjacent surveys, with the exception of C, Coonambidgee,
several Mogumber units, MG3G grey phase, MG3Y yellow phase, MG8,
MG9 and R, Reagan. (Other Mogumber and Reagan units are described
in King and Wells 1989). The Ellen Brook mapping units are described in
Sharma et al. (1994) and utilised in two subsequent reports by Kin et al.
(1997a and 1997b). The mapping is displayed diagramatically in the
report and is only available as a digital plan. The actual extent of new
mapping only constitutes a small portion in the north eastern corner of the
Ellen Brook catchment. This mapping is due to be replaced by the
Agriculture Western Australia Chittering land resource survey. (BessellBrowne, in prep).

2.2 Groundwater Resources
With the exception of gazetted irrigation schemes, groundwater is usually the most
practical source of water for self-supply irrigation. This is primarily because streams
in the study area flow only during the wetter winter months and dam storage is
impractical on smaller properties in many areas. A brief summary of possible surface
water resources is provided in Appendix 1.
The water information is based on Water and Rivers Commission groundwater
management areas. The groundwater management areas are divided into sub-areas
(Figure 2.2). Groundwater management areas have gazetted boundaries while subareas are management boundaries only. Most of these sub-areas are identified in
groundwater management plans and are generally applicable to mapping at 1:50,000
scale. The following plans and documents are available or in preparation at the
Water and Rivers Commission:
Yanchep (plan)
Jandakot (plan)
Rockingham (draft)
Mirabooka
Gwelup
Murray (draft)
Bunbury (plan)
Serpentine
Blackwood
Swan (plan - under revision)
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Cockburn (plan)
Busselton-Capel (plan)
Wanneroo (plan)
South West Coastal (plan)
Stakehill (plan)

Perth
Dwellingup
Bullsbrook (draft)
Gingin (plan)

There is no groundwater management plan for the Darling Range where groundwater
is limited and site specific. There is only limited groundwater information for the
Augusta groundwater area. A conservative estimate of 30,000 ML has been used in
this study.

Figure 2.2. Groundwater sub-areas within the study area.

Groundwater hydrology is affected by factors which include layers of rock, clay and
sand and the size of the recharge area(s). Even with the aid of good bore records
and hydro-geological mapping it is difficult to provide accurate summaries of
groundwater availability. Accordingly, groundwater information from 1:50,000 scale
plans needs to be used with these limitations in mind.
Groundwater occurs in beds of saturated rock called groundwater aquifers. Most
groundwater is part of the hydrological cycle, where it is recharged by rain and it
moves, often very slowly, to the ocean or other water body. On the Swan Coastal
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Plain, the unconfined aquifer (i.e. the superficial aquifer) occurs nearest the surface
(many of Perth’s wetlands are surface expressions of the unconfined aquifer), and
even though depth to groundwater may vary considerably, the unconfined aquifer
tends to be the most viable groundwater source for self supply irrigation. This is
because it is the most economic to develop, and it is rapidly recharged by rainfall.
With the exception of groundwater near Bunbury and Augusta-Margaret River, large
volumes of water can be pumped from the unconfined aquifer without exceeding the
rate of groundwater recharge (i.e. sustainable groundwater supply). Since this study
focuses on self-supply of groundwater the figures presented in the report and on the
maps are based on generally fresh water in the unconfined superficial aquifer only.
Groundwater quality can vary dramatically over short distances (from tens to
hundreds of metres). Common groundwater contaminants include iron and salt.
High iron content in Perth's groundwater is evidenced by the many brown water
stained fences and walls. Salinity is also a problem in some areas. More recently
man made contaminants from fertilisers, oils and industrial and domestic waste are
also being found at many locations. Confined aquifers exist beneath the superficial
aquifer over much of the Swan Coastal Plain. The two main confined aquifers are
the Leederville aquifer and the underlying Yarragadee aquifer. These aquifers
contain groundwater under pressure, which may cause groundwater to rise in a bore
and flow at the surface. Some self supply of groundwater may be obtained from the
Leederville formation, but as already mentioned the superficial aquifer tends to be the
most economic to develop.
To the south of the coastal plain is the Blackwood Plateau (refer to Appleyard 1991).
This area contains only limited groundwater resources. A more plentiful supply of
groundwater can be found on the Scott Coastal Plain (refer to Baddock 1995) along
the south coast. Only a crude estimate of groundwater availability is given in this
report. This will need to be updated when new Water and Rivers Commission figures
become available.
Results Table 4.1.2, in section 4, provides a summary of the groundwater resources
on a Shire-by-Shire basis. The following points should be remembered with regard to
groundwater availability and quality:
•
•

•

•
•
•

The groundwater sub-area boundaries are artificial boundaries only.
There is a lot of fresh water accessible in the study area, however, groundwater
yields, quality and depths are variable and some groundwater sub-areas are
already fully allocated, hence there is no potential for additional abstraction.
(These are indicated on the maps.)
Groundwater abstraction should be spread over a sub-area. The total water
allocation for a sub-area can not be drawn from one location. Closely spaced
groundwater bores may affect adjacent users due to local draw down effects,
even if they are not in the same groundwater sub-area.
Groundwater tends to flow west towards the coast.
Groundwater allocations are periodically reviewed. There may also be some
potential for transfer of allocations between sub-areas.
Land use planners and prospective horticulturists must check with the appropriate
Regional Office of the Water and Rivers Commission for the best local knowledge
and most up-to date groundwater information. In gazetted groundwater areas, it
is also necessary to obtain a groundwater well licence before any water is
pumped for commercial purposes.
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2.3 Vegetation Data
Vegetation information is generally applicable at 1:50,000 scale. Despite strict
restrictions on clearing in most rural areas, issues such as passive clearing by
grazing stock, extensive clearing associated with urban and related developments
plus some (limited) replanting, particularly for conservation works, mean that
mapping of existing vegetation dates quickly.

3

1

Metropolitan Region
Remnant Vegetation

2

Peel-Harvey Area
Vegetation & Landuse

3

South West Agriculture
Remnant Vegetation

Perth

1

2

3
Augusta

Figure 2.3. Vegetation information in the study area.

Updated vegetation information is presently being compiled from satellite images
through work linked to the Salinity Action Plan (Agriculture Western Australia and
CSIRO). This vegetation information should be available digitally in 1999 and will
provide excellent overviews of broad regional vegetation distribution. However, this
information is being compiled at 1:100,000 scale and may in fact be less suitable for
planning down to local government scales than the information documented below.
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2.3.1 Metropolitan Region Remnant Vegetation
Author:
Scale:
Date:
Note:

Obtained from Ministry for Planning 1995 (Perth Environmental Plan
project)
1:50,000
Based on 1989 and 1991 aerial photographs and edited using a 1992 spot
LANDSAT image
This mapping is good for the scale at which it is captured. However, two
minor problems were noted:
1.
Some small vegetated areas are missing, probably because
intensive land use development associated with Perth obscures
remaining pockets of vegetation at this scale (e.g. for detailed urban
planning 1:2,000 or 1:5,000 scale information is commonly used).
2.

Some permanent water bodies within mapped areas are classified as
being vegetated.

2.3.2 Peel-Harvey Area Vegetation and Landuse
Author:
Scale:
Date:
Note:

Van Gool (1994)
1:50,000
1991
Based on 1:25,000 ortho-photo maps. As for the vegetation mapping in
the metropolitan region, mapping accuracy tends to drop a little near urban
centres. Similarly rapid urban and related developments in Mandurah,
Rockingham and Kwinana (since 1991) will further limit the accuracy of the
mapping in these areas.

2.3.3 South West Agriculture Remnant Vegetation
Author:
Scale:
Date:
Note:

Beeston et al. (1990)
1:25,000 to 1:100,000
1985 to 1989
Mapping based on aerial photography only and quite variable in quality. It
is also getting quite dated. This project encompassed the whole South
West Agricultural region and the speed required for the task meant that
some smaller areas were left off or amalgamated with adjacent categories.
Nevertheless the maps provide a useful overview of the vegetation
resources within a local authority.

2.3.4 Town of Bunbury
Author:
Scale:
Date:
Note:

van Gool (1995)
1:50,000
1991 Ortho-photo map
Drawn onto and digitised directly from a 1:25,000 ortho-photo map, with no
field verification.
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2.4 Conservation and Land Management (CALM) Estate
These are unverified boundaries, usable at a scale of between 1:50,000 to
1:100,000, dating back to approximately 1990. This mapping was mainly included for
display purposes. However, since CALM estate is not presently available for other
developments it has been included in the digital overlay as a single category.

2.5 Other Information
2.5.1 Local Authority Boundaries
From 1:25,000 (to 1:100,000) scale electoral commission boundaries obtained from
the Western Australian Land Information System (WALIS), January 1996. In Rural
areas this file appears to be identical to the LGA boundaries digitised by Agriculture
Western Australia around 1991 which were captured from base maps ranging from
1:25,000 to 1:100,000.
2.5.2 Cadastre and Road Centrelines
Cadastral base from the Department of Land Administration: Rural Cadastre is
1:50,000 and 1:100,000 scale, obtained in 1992. Outer metropolitan Cadastre is
1:25,000 scale, obtained in 1988.
Remaining (inner) metropolitan areas are 1990 road centrelines obtained from the
Main Roads Department in 1995.
The road and place names were added manually by Werner Runge during December
1995 and are based primarily on The West Australian travellers atlas: Road maps of
Western Australia (DOLA 1994).
2.5.3 Water Features
Main rivers, dams and wetlands were compiled from a variety of sources, the scales,
as specified in the meta data, ranging from 1:50:000 to 1:100,000. However, the
actual spatial accuracy appeared to vary more widely. This may in part be due to
problems in defining the nature (i.e. annual, perennial, swamp etc.) and the spatial
extent to water bodies with widely fluctuating water levels. Hence, it is recommended
that other sources of information are checked if more accurate wetlands and surface
water information is required. For example Wetlands of the Swan Coastal Plain (Hill
et al. 1993) provides a good hard copy reference. There are accurate plans
associated with the before mentioned work, but they were not available in (useable)
digital format at the time of this study.
Where possible surface water streams are displayed on the GIS maps. Some of
these relate to the general overview of surface water resources briefly discussed in
Appendix 2.
2.5.4 Irrigation District Boundaries
Gazetted irrigation district boundaries supplied by the Water and Rivers Commission
(formerly WAWA), 1995. Scale 1:50,000.
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3 Study Methodology
3.1.1 Land Resources
The assessment of the land resource mapping for it horticultural capability was based
on the land capability assessments methodology described by Wells and King
(1989). The five capability classes describe by Well and King were combined to
create three horticultural capability categories (Table 3.1). The categories assume
permanent (year-round) horticulture production. An additional two categories, for
water features and unmapped land were also included.
Table 3.1. Horticultural land capability categories.

Category

Description

1

Class 1 or 2 land for annual and perennial horticulture - i.e.
high capability for most types of horticulture.

2

Class 3 for either annual or perennial horticulture - i.e. high
capability for some types of horticulture

3

Class 4 or 5 horticultural land - i.e. low capability for most types
of horticulture

4

Water features - such as lakes, ponds and swamps

5

Other - unmapped land that occurs within the soil-landscape
survey area e.g. mine sites and industrial or urban areas.

The horticulture categories are based on a re-selection of all published Agriculture
Western Australia 5 class land capability ratings cited in the published Land
Resources Series reports. Capability ratings for the remaining CSIRO surveys in the
metropolitan region were initially prepared for the Ministry for Planning's Metropolitan
Rural Policy, 1996. There are also some minor changes in the West Gingin
capability information, as this report was still unpublished when this project was
undertaken.
Note: There will always be exceptions to a general classification. For example,
some root crops are not suitable in the gravelly soils that occur on the foothills of the
coastal plain, and in portions of the Darling and Whicher Scarp, or the Dandaragan
(East Gingin) or Blackwood (Margaret River-Augusta) Plateau. Yet these gravelly
soils are excellent for most other horticultural crops. For detailed planning the
published report should be checked, and in some circumstances field checks will be
needed.
The first category is equivalent to land capability class 1 or 2 for market gardens
(annual horticulture) and orchard (perennial horticulture). For planning purposes
category 1 land is generally well suited to most types of horticulture. The second
category consists of land with a class 3 capability rating for either market gardens or
orchards, even if it is capability class 1 or 2 for the other land use. These soillandscapes are well suited to some types of horticulture. It is important to note that
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on the coastal plain, orchards tend to be rated higher because factors such as slope
and rock outcrop tend to be less of a problem for erosion (however, perennial plants
do require greater soil depth). A further problem is that the Margaret River capability
classification considers water supply in the assessment. This also rates perennial
horticulture higher, as many perennial crops can be managed with less water. Hence
the best land for orchards or vineyards may occur within this category. Since
viticulture is a major industry in Busselton and Margaret River Augusta, map sheets 7
and 8 include a viticulture overlay to identify these important horticulture resource
areas. Category 3 generally corresponds to capability class 4 and 5 horticultural
land. This land is generally not well suited to year-round horticulture using common
management practices.
One land capability classification cannot account for every horticultural land use.
When planning for an area where specific crops dominate it may be necessary to
refer to the original published material to help select suitable capability information for
a planning study.

The land capability ratings are presently being updated by Agriculture Western
Australia (van Gool and Moore in prep). Although the ratings will alter slightly, this
work should be seen as complementary to rather than replacing existing capability
ratings.
There are many ways to prepare general land capability classifications using
available land resource information. This information serves as a strategic planning
guide, and should not be viewed as definitive unless it has been considered in the
context of all other resource and socio-economic objectives. Variable assessments,
and the fact that it is only one component of a decision, is one reason individual
subdivision or rezoning assessments should not hinge on land capability information
alone.
The second major limitation is map scale. For example, a 1:50,000 scale map has a
minimum resolution of 25 ha (or usually more), which is not sufficient to accurately
determine 2, 5 or 10 ha lot boundaries commonly associated with rural-residential or
hobby farm areas.
3.1.2 Groundwater Resources
Since groundwater sub-areas do not follow local authority boundaries the available
groundwater for each shire had to be estimated based on the relative overlap
between shires and sub-areas. For example if half the area of a particular shire falls
within sub-area A and the other half within sub-area B then that shire will be assigned
50% of the water resources available in sub-area A and 50% of the water resources
available in sub-area B. Because groundwater is an extremely valuable and
important resource, estimates of the available fresh water in the confined aquifers
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have also been included in Table 4.1.2. However, groundwater use from confined
aquifers has stricter controls than groundwater from the superficial aquifer.
3.1.3 Vegetation
The vegetation maps were combined. As the available mapping overlaps, the PeelHarvey mapping was considered to be the most accurate and took priority. Next was
the Metropolitan Region mapping and the Department of Agriculture mapping was
used in the remaining areas. Only one vegetation category was used for this study.
This was a re-selection of any vegetated area with at least some understorey plants
intact. This includes trees and understorey, heath or scrub lands, plus any pockets of
vegetation associated with swamps or wetlands.
3.1.4 Water Features
Water features are often some of the most commonly recognised land marks on a
map and hence an attempt was made to show all relevant water features on the
maps. However, only those water features which where shown to be water features
(or sometimes unmapped land) as part of the soil landscape mapping were included
in the GIS overlay. As a result, some (smaller) lakes, ponds and swamps may not
have been included in the area calculations. Also, CALM estate mapping and some
of the vegetation mapping did not show any water features at all. However, the
overall effect of this is expected to be small.
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4 Results
4.1 Overview
Table 4.1.2 provides an overview of the groundwater resources within the study area.
The land resources within the study area are summarised in Tables 4.1.3 and 4.1.4.
Table 4.1.1. Description of terms or column headings used in Tables 4.1.2, 4.1.3 and 4.1.4
Term or column heading

Description

Unconfined groundwater

The unconfined aquifer is the most readily accessible
groundwater, and the main source of self supply
groundwater. The percentage allocated (licensed) and
the amount still available for development is given.

Confined groundwater

Estimated confined groundwater figures are also given.
However, this water is not readily available for use and is
not used in further calculations.

Development potential for wine
grapes (ha) based on unconfined
groundwater.
Development potential for market
gardens (ha) based on unconfined
groundwater.

The total area of wine grapes or market gardens that
could be developed based on the available unconfined
groundwater resources (from Table 4.1.2). Assumes an
average water usage of 4 ML/ha/year and 15 ML/ha/year
respectively.

Area Shire (ha)

The total area of the shire in hectares.

Total CALM land

Total area of CALM estate within each Shire in hectares.
CALM land is not generally available for horticultural
development.

Total unmapped land

Combined area of all unmapped land categories. This
includes water features and areas where there was
remnant vegetation mapped, but where soil-landscape
mapping was not available.

Total category 1 land

Area of land identified* with a high capability for most
types of horticulture.

Total category 2 land

Area of land identified* with a fair capability for some
types of horticulture.

Total category 3 land

Area of land identified* with a poor capability for most
types of horticulture.

Category 1 vegetated

Area of land within a particular category covered by
remnant vegetation. Remnant vegetation is subject to
strict clearing controls.

Category 2 vegetated
Category 3 vegetated
Development potential for wine
grapes, and for market gardens
Development potential for market
gardens
•

Uses the development potential (from Table 4.1.2)
expressed as percentages with respect to the total area
of non-vegetated Category 1 land. Hence, percentages
greater than 100% indicate that land is the limiting
resource while those less than 100% indicate that water
is the limiting resource.

Most shires contain some unmapped land. While much of this area will be due to water features, it may also
contain some areas which were simply not mapped. No statement regarding the horticultural land resources
in the unmapped land are made.
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Table 4.1.2. Summary of groundwater resources.

100%
6%
64%
28%
25%
100%
40%
16%
91%
1%
27%
33%
100%
14%
76%
98%
4%
33%
39%

30

0
5,577
6,923
49,218
17,874
0
6,106
50,827
0
404
0
182
11
0
4,853
9
14,181
4,112
8
478
160,763
109,936

534
7,500
0
5,188
2,645
2,731
0
39,572
372
7,167
159
2,604
863
38
5,033
6,347
9,843
2,316
9,835
2,782
105,527
65,955

Development potential
for market gardens based
on unconfined
groundwater available

2,136
30,000
0
20,750
10,581
10,923
0
158,287
1,489
28,668
635
10,417
3,450
151
20,132
25,387
39,372
9,264
39,339
11,126
422,107
263,820

Development
potential (ha)
Development potential
for wine grapes based on
unconfined groundwater
available

Confined groundwater

69%
0%
10%
12%
65%
10%
72%
37%
72%
58%
20%
72%
5%
39%
19%
77%
57%
12%
32%
40%

Unconfined groundwater

19
5,961
19,269
68,061
23,933
1,217
10,107
60,481
0
4,344
0
183
15
0
7,285
4,060
16,412
16,979
437
499
239,262
178,781

Available for
development (ML/year)

Confined groundwater

6,887
30,000
0
23,147
11,967
31,069
0
176,064
5,393
45,859
2,301
24,789
4,334
547
21,163
41,873
48,593
39,892
91,806
12,638
618,322
442,258

Percentage allocated
Unconfined groundwater

Confined groundwater

Shire
Armadale
Augusta-Margaret River
Bunbury
Busselton
Capel
Cockburn
Dardanup
Gingin
Gosnells
Harvey
Kalamunda
Kwinana
Mandurah
Mundaring
Murray
Rockingham
Serpentine-Jarrahdale
Swan
Wanneroo
Waroona
Total:
Total (excl. Gingin):

Unconfined groundwater

Totals 1995 (ML/year)

142
2,000
0
1,383
705
728
0
10,552
99
1,911
42
694
230
10
1,342
1,692
2,625
618
2,623
742
28,140
17,588
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Table 4.1.3. Summary of land resources (expressed as hectares).

56,246
226,313
6,717
145,677
56,333
14,781
52,744
320,243
12,733
172,979
32,388
11,981
17,854
64,485
182,072
24,573
89,431
104,084
78,325
83,198
1,753,159
1,432,916

7,524
5,072
4,054
3,276
8,787
5,298
16,488
34,226
7,194
30,849
6,310
1,991
759
9,074
17,717
1,092
707
5,929
2,085
4,675
173,107
138,881

33,359
116,400
16
45,052
9,274
831
21,667
74,945
413
72,502
19,261
469
4,626
23,314
83,695
607
42,643
18,139
28,845
41,419
637,477
562,532

2,116
2,101
254
7,163
3,504
605
1,022
47,935
441
4,594
1,877
2,163
1,042
3,152
5,208
2,215
3,809
6,420
20,173
1,795
117,588
69,653

8,247
66,332
1,470
52,054
14,070
6,654
3,556
43,935
3,447
28,659
4,245
6,115
9,034
27,550
22,849
14,014
20,751
49,066
8,406
10,742
401,196
357,261

5,000
36,408
923
38,132
20,699
1,393
10,012
119,201
1,238
36,376
696
1,244
2,393
1,395
52,603
6,645
21,521
24,530
18,816
24,566
423,791
304,589
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741
771
84
1,493
1,243
182
80
6,847
104
996
384
721
696
696
625
996
502
918
8,124
420
26,621
19,774

3,753
20,694
769
13,773
5,173
2,648
1,087
13,217
928
5,786
1,811
3,216
5,007
15,112
5,838
7,199
4,675
19,168
6,085
3,254
139,191
125,974

1,701
14,238
311
7,732
2,767
529
825
34,436
494
4,564
585
578
1,256
770
5,768
1,090
2,432
10,660
10,564
3,486
104,785
70,349

534
7,500
0
5,188
2,645
2,731
0
39,572
372
7,167
159
2,604
863
38
5,033
6,347
9,843
2,316
9,835
2,782
105,527
65,955

Development potential
for market gardens

Development potential
for wine grapes

Category 3 vegetated

Category 2 vegetated

Category 1 vegetated

Total category 3 land

Total category 2 land

Total category 1 land

Total CALM land

Total unmapped land

Shire
Armadale
Augusta-Margaret River
Bunbury
Busselton
Capel
Cockburn
Dardanup
Gingin
Gosnells
Harvey
Kalamunda
Kwinana
Mandurah
Mundaring
Murray
Rockingham
Serpentine-Jarrahdale
Swan
Wanneroo
Waroona
Total:
Total (excl. Gingin):

Area Shire

Hectares

142
2,000
0
1,383
705
728
0
10,552
99
1,911
42
694
230
10
1,342
1,692
2,625
618
2,623
742
28,140
17,588
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Table 4.1.4. Summary of land resources (expressed as percentages).

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

13%
2%
60%
2%
16%
36%
31%
11%
56%
18%
19%
17%
4%
14%
10%
4%
1%
6%
3%
6%
10%
10%

59%
51%
0%
31%
16%
6%
41%
23%
3%
42%
59%
4%
26%
36%
46%
2%
48%
17%
37%
50%
30%
30%

4%
1%
10%
5%
7%
6%
3%
17%
8%
3%
7%
22%
6%
6%
3%
9%
4%
7%
26%
2%
7%
5%

17%
30%
55%
37%
30%
70%
10%
15%
62%
20%
16%
61%
53%
50%
14%
60%
23%
50%
11%
14%
25%
28%

10%
16%
35%
27%
44%
15%
28%
42%
22%
26%
3%
12%
14%
3%
32%
28%
24%
25%
25%
31%
27%
24%

32

35%
37%
33%
21%
35%
30%
8%
14%
23%
22%
20%
33%
67%
22%
12%
45%
13%
14%
40%
23%
23%
28%

46%
31%
52%
26%
37%
40%
31%
30%
27%
20%
43%
53%
55%
55%
26%
51%
23%
39%
72%
30%
35%
35%

34%
39%
34%
20%
13%
38%
8%
29%
40%
13%
84%
46%
52%
55%
11%
16%
11%
43%
56%
14%
25%
23%

39%
564%
0%
91%
117%
646%
0%
96%
110%
199%
11%
181%
249%
2%
110%
521%
298%
42%
82%
202%
116%
132%

Development potential
for market gardens

Development potential
for wine grapes

As % of non-vegetated
category 1 land

Category 3 vegetated

Category 2 vegetated

Category 1 vegetated

As percentage of
particular category:

Total category 3 land

Total category 2 land

Total category 1 land

As percentage of total
mapped area:

Total CALM land

Total unmapped land

Shire
Armadale
Augusta-Margaret River
Bunbury
Busselton
Capel
Cockburn
Dardanup
Gingin
Gosnells
Harvey
Kalamunda
Kwinana
Mandurah
Mundaring
Murray
Rockingham
Serpentine-Jarrahdale
Swan
Wanneroo
Waroona
Total:
Total (excl. Gingin):

Area Shire

As percentage of total
shire area:

10%
150%
0%
24%
31%
172%
0%
26%
29%
53%
3%
48%
66%
0%
29%
139%
79%
11%
22%
54%
31%
35%
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4.2 Shire-by-Shire Summaries and Discussion
The results of this study are a detailed analysis of the land areas and groundwater
volumes available for horticultural development. In this section this information is
presented on a Shire-by-Shire basis using a summary table followed by a short
discussion of the development issues relevant to each particular Shire. The
discussion considers the general land resources available within a Shire, the present
value of horticultural production and some of the main documents which will influence
planning for horticulture, as a starting point for more detailed planning. The irrigation
district in Waroona and Harvey is also briefly considered (see Appendix 1).
The summary tables will adhere to the following format:
GVP total
horticulture
Approx. area
of current
horticulture
Annual yield
of fresh
groundwater
available

Category 1, 2
&3
horticultural
land

Percentage
vegetated

Additional
horticultural
development
potential

Each table will give an estimate of the 1993/94 gross value of production
(GVP) for horticulture within the particular shire and estimate of the total
area of land currently used for horticultural production within the Shire.
These figures are based on 1993/94 agricultural statistics (ABS 1996) which
have been adjusted based on Morris and Bradby (1995) (see Table 1.2 and
also Appendix 2).
This figure refers to the estimated (see Section 3 – Study Methodology)
annual fresh water still available from the unconfined superficial aquifer,
based on the best information available December 1995. Groundwater
yields and supply will vary over space (and time) and can not be
guaranteed. This is particularly true for the foothill and scarp areas since
the groundwater resources are largely confined to the coastal plain. The
Water and Rivers Commission should be consulted to check the most upto-date water availability figures.
Each table indicates the total area of land within each category (see Table
3.1). With careful planning and management, Category 1 land is well suited
to most market gardens, orchards and vineyards. With careful planning and
management most Category 2 land can also be used for horticulture,
however it may become restrictive for some horticultural activities. Site
investigations and reference to the relevant Agriculture Western Australia
Land Resources Series reports will give an initial indication of suitability for
specific crops in these areas. In some cases further field investigations will
be needed. Category 3 land is usually unsuitable and not recommended of
most current, year-round, horticultural practices.
The percentage of vegetated areas within each category are shown
because clearing restrictions may apply. Existing vegetated areas may also
offer strategic opportunities for conservation works, drainage management
or the protection of flora and fauna.
This refers to the total area of land which could be developed based on the
available unconfined groundwater resources and an average water
consumption of 15 ML/ha/year. This figure refers to development in
addition to the approximate area of current horticulture.

The information in this section should be read in conjunction with the eight maps
sheets associated with this report (refer to Section 1).
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4.2.1 Gingin
GVP total horticulture (1995)*

$28,795,000

Approximate area of current horticulture
(1995)*
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)
Total area of local authority

1,710 ha
158,287 ML
320,243 ha

Total CALM land

74,945 ha

Unmapped land or water features

34,226 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

47,935 ha

14%
vegetated

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

43,935 ha

30%
vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for
horticulture

119,201 ha

29%
vegetated

Additional horticultural development
potential**

10,552 ha

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year. For
current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission

Gingin is widely recognised as an important area for future horticultural development.
Horticulture in the shire is already worth nearly $30 million/year, making it the second
largest producer in the study area (ABS 1996). It also has the largest total land area
available for development of any of the shires considered. In fact, Gingin accounts
for over 20% of the total non-vegetated Category 1, 2 and 3 land considered in this
study (157,000 ha out of 672,000 ha). Furthermore, Gingin has many large lots and
is subject to less land use conflict and pressure to subdivide than most other local
authorities in the study area.
Gingin also has by far the largest unallocated, unconfined groundwater reserves of
any of the shires considered here (158,000 ML/year - over four times the amount
available in the Shire of Serpentine-Jarrahdale, which has the second largest
reserve).
Preliminary investigations have begun looking at the allocation of groundwater for the
future Perth Public Water Supply Area (PWSA). A community survey by CSIRO
(1996) indicated that groundwater quality and prime agricultural land should be
preserved. The allocation of groundwater for the PWSA and the allocation of land for
cheap housing were considered far less important issues. This contrasted markedly
with State government agency expectations and identifies this issue as an area
where conflict will occur within the land use planning process. This is because there
is a large discrepancy between state agency and community expectations.
If it was possible to utilise all the suitable land and groundwater in Gingin, horticulture
could expand by more than 10,500 ha. This is nearly equivalent to a doubling of the
current horticultural area in the entire study area (presently about 12,000 ha, ABS
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1996). Hence, strategically Gingin may be considered equivalent to the horticultural
development potential of several other shires combined.
In fact, Gingin has long been mooted unofficially as an important area for horticultural
expansion, which will cater for new producers and growers displaced from the Perth
metropolitan region. Gingin’s development potential has been recognised by the
local authority which has identified a horticulture policy area within their Local Rural
Strategy (Shire of Gingin 1994). This strategy, though undertaken independently, is
based on similar land and groundwater information as presented in this report.
In land use planning, there is always potential for conflict. But in the case of Gingin it
is not (presently) a conflict between horticulture and non-agricultural uses, but
between horticulture and beef cattle producers. Horticulture uses large amounts of
poultry manure. Poultry manure is a preferred breeding ground for stable fly and a
severe fly problem has developed for the cattle industry. Various management
strategies are currently being tested (Paulin 1997, Cook and Dadour 1998).
4.2.2 Wanneroo
GVP total horticulture(1995)*

$69,644,000

Approximate area of current
horticulture(1995)*

2,920 ha

Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

39,339 ML

Total area of Local Authority

78,325 ha

Total CALM land

28,845 ha

Unmapped land or water features

2,085 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

20,173 ha

40% vegetated

8,406 ha

72% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for
horticulture

18,816 ha

56% vegetated

Additional horticultural development
potential**

2,623 ha

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year. For
current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission

Wanneroo has the highest value of horticultural production in WA (nearly $70
million/year, ABS 1996). The only other local authority with similar value of
production is Manjimup, which has more than nine times the amount of land in total
agricultural holdings. (i.e. 10,000 ha compared with 91,000 ha). Wanneroo also has
the highest value for fruit production of any of the shires in the study area (Table 1.2).
Fruit production in Wanneroo consists predominantly of strawberries (over $8 million,
ABS 1996), which for planning purposes could be likened to vegetables in that it is a
type of annual horticulture (i.e. seasonal cropping where soil is regularly cultivated as
opposed to perennial horticulture such as fruit from orchards or vines).
Given existing land and groundwater availability (only), horticultural production could
be more than doubled in Wanneroo. However, most existing horticulture areas are
earmarked for future urban development in the North West Corridor Structure Plan
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(DPUD 1992), and large portions of existing horticultural land have already been
rezoned under the Metropolitan Region Scheme. One of the only areas of land to be
retained is at Carabooda where no additional groundwater is available for new
horticultural developments (see Map Sheet 2 - North Metropolitan). There is also a
small portion of land in the north-east corner of Wanneroo, however, this is protected
as part of the Gnangara Groundwater area, and no self-supply groundwater use is
likely to be allowed (EPA 1993c). Most of the other parts of the gazetted
groundwater mound are covered by pine plantations (State forest), effectively
protecting it from further development. However, it is not too late to reconsider some
of the areas earmarked for future urban development, as well as plan for new
horticultural development in the area from Yanchep northwards.
Nevertheless, under existing land use trends, expansion of urban areas along the
northern corridor will ultimately cause a reduction in horticultural activity in Wanneroo.
The reduction in total land area for horticulture may initially be offset by intensification
and restructuring to activities such as, for example, conversion of horticulture
industries to retail nurseries. As a result, the decline in horticultural production within
the Shire of Wanneroo may not be immediately reflected within GVP figures.
4.2.3 Swan
GVP total horticulture (1995)*

$12,446,000

Approximate area of current horticulture
(1995)*

1,050 ha

Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures):

618 ML

Total area of Local Authority:

104,084 ha

Total CALM land:

18,139 ha

Unmapped land or water features:

5,929 ha

Category 1 horticultural land:

6,420 ha

14% vegetated

Category 2 horticultural land:

49066 ha

39% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for
horticulture

24,530 ha

43% vegetated

Additional horticultural development
potential**

2,623 ha

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year. For
current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission

The present value of horticultural production in the Shire of Swan is more than $12
million a year. Over half of this is due to viticulture. In fact, the Shire of Swan has
the highest GVP for viticulture in WA and accounts for over one third of the State’s
total viticulture production. To put this into perspective, the second most valuable
area for grapes is the Shire of Busselton, with a GVP worth $2.5 million (ABS 1996).
Most of the viticulture production originates in the Swan Valley vineyard area. Under
the Swan Valley Planning Act 1995, agriculture within this region is protected by
statutory land use controls. Ironically, socio-economic considerations, such as
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lifestyle and tourism, have probably had more impact on the creation of the Swan
Valley Planning Act than the area’s value to horticulture.
The Shire of Swan is also the largest local authority within the Perth metropolitan
region. Unlike the case for others shires which encompass part of the hills, the Shire
of Swan contains a large amount of cleared and private land within Darling Range,
including a fair amount of high capability horticultural land which has been mapped.
However, large scale developments in this area may be limited because there is little
or no groundwater available and new developments would have to rely on surface
water supplies (see Appendix 1). On the coastal plain and foothills, in the western
portion of the Shire, there is enough land and groundwater for a further 2,600 ha of
market gardens, or an even greater area of orchards and vines.
As Perth expands along the coastal plain there will be increasing pressure to further
subdivide these high capability areas. This will test the effectiveness of the statutory
controls afforded by the Swan Valley Planning Act (several vineyards have already
been subdivided since its inception, suggesting that subdivision controls are not
effective). A portion of the Shire is also within the catchment to Ellen Brook, a major
source of nutrient pollution into the Swan River and the target of a number of land
use controls. This may result in environmental constraints for new horticulture
developments. Despite these growing land use pressures there may still be potential
for an expansion of the viticulture and grape industry within the Shire of Swan.
4.2.4 Mundaring
GVP total horticulture (1995)*

$2,014,000

Approximate area of current horticulture
(1995)*

130 ha

Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

151 ML

Total area of Local Authority

64,485 ha

Total CALM land

23,314 ha

Unmapped land or water features

9,074 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

3,152 ha

22% vegetated

27,550 ha

55% vegetated

1,395 ha

55% vegetated

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land
Category 3 generally unsuitable for
horticulture
Additional horticultural development
potential**

10 ha

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year. For
current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission

Mundaring is located almost entirely in the Darling Range. According to the ABS
(1996) it is not a large producer of horticultural products. However, mapping done for
the DPUD Metropolitan Rural Policy suggests that there is considerably more
horticulture than the 120 ha reported (above). As evidenced by the number of small
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roadside stalls along the Great Eastern Highway this discrepancy could be due to
smaller, part time or hobby farm horticulturists.
While there are more than 30,000 ha of Category 1 and 2 land within the Shire there
is virtually no groundwater available, and any horticultural developments will have to
rely on surface water (see Appendix 1). Urban development will reduce the area
available for horticultural activities, particularly the market gardens, which appear to
be a more transient land use than vines and orchards because they are planted and
harvested seasonally and have lower establishment costs.
In the Shire of Mundaring it is interesting to note the relationship between horticulture
and the urban fringe. There is a lot of urban development extending along the Great
Eastern Highway to Chidlow. This urban development is intermixed with a
considerable amount of horticultural industry . In fact there is considerably more
horticulture through this area than in the Darling Range area to the north, along
Toodyay Road in the Shire of Swan, which has much less urban development (see
Figure 1.5). Generally defined strategic areas for south-west WA (source: WAPC
1998).
4.2.5 Kalamunda
$16,512,000
GVP total horticulture (1995)*
Approximate area of current horticulture
(1995)*

890 ha

Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

635 ML

Total area of Local Authority

32,388 ha

Total CALM land

19,261 ha

Unmapped land or water features

6,310 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

1,877 ha 20% vegetated

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

4,245 ha 43% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture
Additional horticultural development potential**

696 ha 84% vegetated
42 ha

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year. For
current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission

Kalamunda has the second highest value for fruit production in the study area,
ranking slightly below Wanneroo (Table 1.2). However, if only orchard fruit
(excluding vines) is considered, it has by far the highest value of production in the
study area and the third highest value for orchard fruit in the State, ranking only
behind Donnybrook-Balingup and Manjimup (ABS 1996).
Apart from a small portion of land along the edge of the coastal plain, Kalamunda lies
mostly within the Darling Range which has limited groundwater availability. Hence,
while the table indicates that there is still a large amount of Category 1 land, most
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water resources are already allocated to horticulture and other land uses. This
means that significant new horticultural development opportunities are limited.
Unlike the case in many other areas, the existing horticultural industry in Kalamunda
has statutory protection under the present Town Planning Scheme. It is therefore
likely that Kalamunda will remain an important fruit producing area near Perth, unless
significant changes to the Town Planning Scheme occur.
4.2.6 Cockburn
GVP total horticulture (1995)*

$15,670,000

Approximate area of current horticulture
(1995)*
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures):
Total area of Local Authority:

908 ha
10,923 ML
14,781 ha

Total CALM land:

831 ha

Unmapped land or water features:

5,298 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

605 ha

30% vegetated

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

6,654 ha

40% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for
horticulture

1,393 ha

38% vegetated

Additional horticultural development
potential**

728 ha

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year. For
current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission

Only two-thirds of Cockburn is mapped, however the unmapped third is
predominantly urban land.
Cockburn has the fourth highest value of horticultural production within the study area
and is one of only six local authorities with a GVP worth more than $10 million a year.
The majority of horticultural production in the Cockburn area is from market
gardening of vegetables. (ABS 1993/94).
Although much of the existing horticulture occurs within the Metropolitan Region
Scheme’s (MRS) Rural Zone (MfP 1995c), the future of horticulture in Cockburn is
threatened because this area has been identified as an area "relatively unconstrained
for urban development" (Metropolitan Rural Policy, 1995a). Of the land which is
available for new horticultural developments much occurs within environmentally
sensitive areas. Land along the north-east corner of Cockburn extends into the
gazetted Peel-Harvey Coastal Catchment and land along the eastern boundary
occurs over the Jandakot groundwater mound. This, coupled with urban growth from
Perth and no planning protection for existing horticulture, means there is likely to be a
rapid decline in horticulture in Cockburn as soon as the remaining areas are rezoned
for urban under the MRS.
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4.2.7 Gosnells
GVP total horticulture (1995)*

$4,460,000

Approximate area of current horticulture (1995)*

180 ha

Annual fresh groundwater available (1995 figures)
Total area of Local Authority

1,489 ML
12,733 ha

Total CALM land

413 ha

Unmapped land or water features

7,194 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

441 ha

23% vegetated

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

3,447 ha

27% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture

1,238 ha

40% vegetated

Additional horticultural development potential**

99 ha

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year. For
current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission

Large portions of the Shire of Gosnells have already been urbanised. As a result
over half the Shire has been excluded from the land resource mapping. There is
some rural land along the foothills of the Darling Range which could have some
potential for new horticulture. The unmapped land along the edge of the scarp which
is not CALM estate is mostly vegetated and is zoned for parks and Recreation under
the Metropolitan Region Scheme.
Most of Gosnells falls within the Perth groundwater area. This area has no
restrictions for groundwater use, however, yields may be limited. Horticultural
expansion is unlikely to make use of this groundwater as most of this area is zoned
‘urban’ deferred under the Metropolitan Region Scheme.
4.2.8 Armadale
GVP total horticulture (1995)*

$6,902,000

Approximate area of current horticulture (1995)*
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

520 ha
2,136 ML

Total area of Local Authority

56,246 ha

Total CALM land

33,359 ha

Unmapped land or water features

7,524 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

2,116 ha

35% vegetated

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

8,247 ha

46% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture

5,000 ha

34% vegetated

Additional horticultural development potential**

142 ha***

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year. For
current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission
*** No groundwater information available for Perth Groundwater area, or in the Darling Ranges
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Existing horticulture in Armadale is worth nearly $7 million a year. This is mostly from
orchard fruit production in the Darling Range (i.e. in the eastern portion of the Shire).
This area is sometimes referred to as the southern part of Kalamunda’s Hills Orchard
area. Similar to Kalamunda, the horticultural land in Armadale is afforded some
protection under the Armadale Town Planning Scheme.
Most of the available groundwater occurs on the western margin of the shire, within
the gazetted Jandakot Groundwater Mound. To protect Perth's water supplies,
intensive land uses in this area should be prevented. Accordingly, horticulture is
generally not permitted in this area, a view which is strongly supported by Agriculture
Western Australia. Nevertheless, urban development, which also has a high risk of
groundwater pollution, is occurring on the northern and western portions of the
groundwater mound.
The remaining portion of Armadale’s coastal plain rural land falls within the Perth
groundwater area. Some of this area is zoned urban deferred under the Metropolitan
Region Scheme (MfP 1995c) and remaining areas have only minor potential for new
horticultural developments. There is also a small area of land in the south-west
corner of the shire which is within the gazetted Peel-Harvey Catchment.
4.2.9 Kwinana
GVP total horticulture (Morris et. al. 1995)

$12,240,000

Approx. area of current horticulture (Morris et al.
1995)
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

600 ha
10,417 ML

Total area of Local Authority

11,981 ha

Total CALM land

469 ha

Unmapped land or water features

1,991 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

2,163 ha

33% vegetated

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

6,115 ha

53% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture

1,244 ha

46% vegetated

Additional horticultural development potential*

694 ha

* Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year. For
current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission

Horticulture in Kwinana is worth over $12 million annually, with the majority of
production being vegetables (ABS 1996). Although it appears that there is enough
land and groundwater to more than double the current area of horticulture, there are
many limitations to new horticulture in Kwinana.
There is competition with urban growth in the western portion of Kwinana. The north
eastern portion of Kwinana is part of the gazetted Jandakot Groundwater Mound.
Intensive developments in this area are not recommended because of the risk of
polluting an important public groundwater supply. Despite this there is some
encroachment of urban development onto the mound. It should also be noted that
the south-eastern portion of the Shire is located within a proposed extension to the
Jandakot Groundwater scheme. Since this is on the edge of a groundwater recharge
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area, new horticultural, as for any other intensive developments, should be carefully
considered.
Much of the remaining available land is within the Peel-Harvey Coastal Catchment,
which would result in tighter planning controls for new horticultural developments.
However, the approval of ALCOA bauxite residues for use within the Peel-Harvey
coastal catchment (e.g. EPA 1993) means that this should no longer be a reason to
prevent new horticultural development. Application of bauxite residues overcomes
the bleached Bassendean sands (i.e. Category 2 land) inability to retain applied
fertiliser in the root zone. It should be noted that due to the cautious approach to
developments over public groundwater supplies, even though no clear danger has
been conclusively identified, the use of bauxite residue has not been approved within
the gazetted Jandakot groundwater area.
An idea presented in the draft Kwinana Local Rural Strategy is the potential for
horticultural development within the buffer zone to the industrial site which runs along
the coastline. The buffer zone includes the Spearwood Dunes which are well suited
(Category 1) for horticulture. Housing developments are precluded in the buffer
zone, but horticulture is not.
4.2.10 Rockingham
GVP total horticulture (Morris et al 1995)

$12,400,000

Approx. area of current horticulture (Morris et al.
1995)
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

480 ha
25,387 ML

Total area of Local Authority

24,573 ha

Total CALM land

607 ha

Unmapped land or water features

1,092 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

2,215 ha

45% vegetated

14,014 ha

51% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture

6,645 ha

16% vegetated

Additional horticultural development potential*

1,692 ha

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

* Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year. For
current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission

Horticulture in Rockingham is worth over $12 million a year and like Kwinana and
Cockburn, focuses primarily on vegetable production. Recently there has been some
interest in table grapes, which under current economic conditions can be
commercially grown on lots of only a few hectares. (Despite this, Agriculture Western
Australia recommends larger lot sizes to retain the flexibility to adapt to market
changes.)
The majority of existing horticultural industry runs down the centre of the Shire, east
of the existing urban areas. This area is generally the Spearwood Dune system with
yellow siliceous sands which are well suited to horticulture. To the west of the
Spearwood Dune system are predominantly clay flats, which are winter waterlogged
and not suited to horticulture. The eastern portion of Rockingham falls within the
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Peel-Harvey Catchment where standard horticultural development on unsuitable soils
would not be allowed, unless special design or management provisions are allowed,
such as soil amendment with bauxite residue (EPA 1993).
There is still some potential to expand horticulture along the Spearwood Dunes.
However, most of this land has been earmarked for future urban development. Much
of the area has already been rezoned as Urban or Urban Deferred under the
Metropolitan Region Scheme (MfP 1995c). Many of the remaining areas have been
classified as Rural Living Ultimate Urban in the South West Corridor Structure Plan
(DPUD 1992). Similarly the Inner Peel Structure plan only defines Rural Living or
Greenbelt Rural Living areas (MfP 1996). This makes these areas well suited to
property speculation and possibly some interim horticultural land uses. However, the
longer term prospects for horticulture are not good under the existing structure plans.
A group of concerned horticulturists that farm in this area, the Peel Horticulture
Landcare Group, lobbied for some horticulture areas to be identified in the South
West Corridor Structure Plan (see DPUD 1993a). This did not occur, one of the
difficulties being dissension amongst growers themselves. While in principle all
growers agreed that some horticultural areas should be preserved for the long term,
half did not wish to be included in such an area because they wanted to retain the
option to subdivide in the future. Perhaps if future structure plans were to give some
long-term recognition to horticulture, this degree of property speculation, which is
speeding the loss of agricultural land, could be reduced. Furthermore, it could greatly
increase investment in potential horticultural growth industries, such as viticulture.
Another interesting fact is that watertables tend to rise under urban developments.
This will ultimately involve a significant cost to pump groundwater. Strategically
located horticulture may be able to reduce or avoid these pumping costs.
4.2.11 Serpentine-Jarrahdale
GVP total horticulture (Morris et al 1995)

$16,020,000

Approx. area of current horticulture (Morris et al.
1995)
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

550 ha
39,372 ML

Total area of Local Authority

89,431 ha

Total CALM land

42,643 ha

Unmapped land or water features

707 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

3,809 ha

13% vegetated

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

20,751 ha

23% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture

21,521 ha

11% vegetated

Additional horticultural development potential*

2,625 ha

* Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year. For
current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission

The value of horticulture in Serpentine-Jarrahdale is over $16 million/year. Around
$12 million of this is due to vegetables and garden horticulture (fruit is grown on the
gravelly soils in the Darling Ranges and vegetables are mostly grown on pockets of
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sandy soils on the coastal plain). The ABS (1996) figures for Serpentine-Jarrahdale
under-estimate vegetables and garden horticulture by around 75%. This may in part
be due to smaller enterprises with less than $5,000 annual production which are
excluded from ABS statistics.
A large supply of category 1 and 2 horticultural land and 39,372 ML of available
groundwater means that there is some opportunity to expand horticulture within
Serpentine-Jarrahdale. However, even though groundwater is available, the rate at
which it is possible to extract it is likely to limit new horticultural development and
further local investigations are required.
The main limitations to horticultural development on the coastal plain are related to
drainage, (i.e. high watertables, winter waterlogging, salinity and nutrient run-off).
Much of the Shire’s coastal plain region is also within the Peel-Harvey Catchment
where development for standard horticultural practices on unsuitable (i.e. category 3)
soils will not be permitted. The fair capability soils (i.e. Category 2) in the
north-western portion of the Shire are bleached Bassendean sands. Most of this
area is the groundwater recharge area for the gazetted Jandakot Groundwater
Mound, where any intensive land use, including new horticultural development,
should not occur. However, on bleached sandy soils elsewhere on the coastal plain
soil amendment with ALCOA bauxite residue could make new horticultural
developments environmentally acceptable.
Competition with urban land uses is not as big a problem in this Shire as it is along
the coast or in the south-west or north-west urban corridors. Serpentine Jarrahdale
also has a thorough Local Rural Strategy which has resulted in an agriculture and
resource protection zone being recognised in the SE corridor plan (DPUD 1995).
This agriculture and resource protection zone comprises the very best soils for
horticulture along the foothills and the pockets of private land in the Darling Range.
Note, however, that the land in the Darling Range would need to utilise surface water
for irrigation.
4.2.12 Mandurah
GVP total horticulture (Morris et al 1995):

$850,000

Approx. area of current horticulture (Morris et al
1995):
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures):

50 ha
3,450 ML

Total area of Local Authority:

17,854 ha

Total CALM land:

4,626 ha

Unmapped land or water features:

759 ha

Category 1 horticultural land:

1,042 ha

67% vegetated

Category 2 horticultural land:

9,034 ha

55% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture:

2,393 ha

52% vegetated

Additional horticultural development potential*

230 ha

* Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year. For
current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission
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Though the soils in Mandurah are well suited to horticulture, water availability has
limited a large horticulture industry developing in this area. The only area where
groundwater is available, giving minor potential prospects for small scale horticulture,
is in the Rural-residential areas to the north-east of Mandurah town site. Competition
with urban and other rural-residential activities will limit horticultural development
here.
The rest of the land adjacent to the Harvey Estuary effectively has no water available
for commercial uses. Minor supplies may be found, but there is a high likelihood that
they will go saline if too much groundwater is abstracted.
In any case, all of Mandurah has now been rezoned for urban or rural-residential
purposes under the Mandurah Town Planning Scheme.
4.2.13 Murray
GVP total horticulture (Morris et al 1995)

$4,490,000

Approx. area of current horticulture (Morris
et al 1995):

330 ha

Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures):

20,132 ML

Total area of Local Authority:

182,072 ha

Total CALM land:

83,695 ha

Unmapped land or water features:

17,717 ha

Category 1 horticultural land:

5,208 ha

12%
vegetated

Category 2 horticultural land:

22,849 ha

26%
vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for
horticulture:

52,603 ha

11%
vegetated

Additional horticultural development
potential*

1,342 ha

* Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year. For
current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission

Horticulture in Murray is presently worth around $4.5 million/year and the Shire is
second only to Kalamunda for the value of orchard fruit production in the study area.
Most of this fruit production originates around the Dwellingup area. Any new
horticultural developments in this area would need to utilise surface water supplies.
The groundwater which is available occurs on the coastal plain. This area is part of
the Peel-Harvey Catchment. The soils and soils and management considerations in
this area are similar to those described for Serpentine-Jarrahdale. However, there
are some differences:
There are some Category 1 soils comprising yellow sands to loams and clay loams,
adjacent to the Murray River which are highly suited to horticulture. Some of these
areas are also within a System 6 Conservation Area and the proposed Peel Regional
Park (MfP 1996). The main concern for new horticulture would be the proximity to the
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Murray River and the potential for direct drainage of fertiliser-laden water (nutrient
pollution). Portions of the category 1 land for horticulture have also been identified
as future urban (category B in the Inner Peel Structure Plan, MfP 1996). Nutrient
pollution will also be a problem for these urban developments.
The Dwellingup area has not been mapped by the Agriculture Western Australia. It is
coming under increasing pressure for further subdivision for rural-residential retreats.
Accordingly it has recently been mapped by BSD Consultants in a study for the Shire.
See also the Peel Statutory Region Scheme (MfP in prep.), which will consider
agriculture issues in more detail.
4.2.14 Waroona
GVP total horticulture (Morris et al 1995)

$1,585,000

Approx. area of current horticulture (Morris et al.
1995)
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

180 ha
11,126 ML

Total area of Local Authority

83,198 ha

Total CALM land

41,419 ha

Unmapped land or water features

4,675 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

1,795 ha

23% vegetated

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

10,742 ha

30% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture:

24,566 ha

14% vegetated

Additional horticultural development potential*
Surface water availability **

742 ha
18,000 ML

Surface water location ***

Waroona
irrigation district

* Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year
** Surface water is discussed in Appendix 1 - refer to discussion on the South West Irrigation district. For current
figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission
*** Small portion of Harvey irrigation district also extends into the Shire of Waroona.

The coastal plain portion of Waroona is in the Peel-Harvey Catchment and the soils
and management considerations are similar to those described for
Serpentine-Jarrahdale.
Most of the better soils within the Spearwood Dunes in western portion of Waroona
are under the Myalup pine plantation managed by CALM. There are minor pockets
of land along the boundary to Lake Clifton with sufficient groundwater for horticultural
development. However, the sensitivity of Lake Clifton to polluted drainage water
makes further standard horticultural development undesirable (EPA 1993a).
There is also an area north of the pine plantation, however much of this land has
already been subdivided for rural-residential purposes and is either in the catchment
to Lake Clifton or Peel-Harvey. Even though this area is close to the Harvey Estuary
some well managed horticultural enterprises may be suitable here. This should be
possible because horticulture could be tightly regulated in the Peel-Harvey
Catchment. A well designed horticultural property would have a lower risk of nutrient
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losses than, for example, the standard urban and rural-residential development
occurring along the banks of the Harvey Estuary in the City of Mandurah.
Waroona is also in the top portion of the Waroona, Harvey and Collie irrigation
districts. Here surface water from dams in the hills is brought to properties on the
coastal plain via channels. Because more money needs to be charged for water to
meet the costs of maintaining and upgrading the irrigation area horticulture has been
looked at as an industry with perhaps a better ability to pay the full cost of water
used. However, if water costs are too high growers would prefer to develop their own
groundwater bore. Another limitation is that the soils in the irrigation district are
generally too waterlogged, and with patches of salinity, for year-round horticulture
(see Appendix 1). Presently only some summer only cropping occurs in these areas.
Depending on groundwater availability along the foothills, one possibility may be to
divert some surface water supplies along the area of better foothills soils east of the
present irrigation district.
There will also be some pockets of suitable soils on private land in the Darling Range
which have only been mapped at 1:250,000 scale and are not considered in this
study.
(See also the Peel Statutory Region Scheme - MfP in prep.)
4.2.15 Harvey
GVP total horticulture (1995)*

$14,507,000

Approx. area of current horticulture (1995)*

1,150 ha

Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures):

28,668 ML

Total area of Local Authority:

172,979 ha

Total CALM land:

72,502 ha

Unmapped land or water features:

30,849 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land:

4,594 ha

22% vegetated

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land:

28,659 ha

20% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture

36,376 ha

13% vegetated

Additional horticultural development potential**

1,911 ha

Surface water availability ***

19,000 ML

Surface Water Location

Collie

64,000 ML
Harvey

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year. For
current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission
*** Surface water is discussed in appendix 1 - refer to discussion on the South West Irrigation district

This study focuses on the medium scale mapping along the coast. This leaves a
fairly large portion of land in the SE of Harvey unmapped. This has recently been
completed by Agriculture Western Australia at 1:100,000 scale (Tille 1996). This
area, which is part of the coastal plain, is also not covered by groundwater
management plans. Accordingly, because of the availability of surface water
supplies in much of this area (briefly discussed in Appendix 1), there is a lot of
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additional horticultural development potential which will not be directly considered
here.
The northern portion of Harvey is in the Gazetted Peel-Harvey Catchment. The
southern section is in the catchment to Leschenault Inlet. Regardless of which
catchment you are in, the management and planning issues on the coastal plain
remain very similar.
There are good soils matched to water availability running along Spearwood dunes
in West Harvey extending to the top of Leschenault Inlet. This area has a
horticultural development potential of more than 2,000 ha for market gardens.
Below this area is the Australind town site and the Australind groundwater sub-area.
Besides competition with urban and rural-residential, there is no groundwater
available for horticultural development.
The western portion of the mapped area, in the middle of the Shire, is the Harvey
Irrigation District. Unlike in Waroona, the irrigation district here includes portions of
foothills soils and some better alluvial loams associated with the Harvey River (from
before the river was modified), which are well suited to horticulture and the area has
had a variable level of citrus production over time. There are still a number of citrus
orchards and a growing interest in table grapes. However by far the major
agricultural production from the Harvey irrigation district is milk. It has the highest
value of production for milk in WA, accounting for 14% of the State total (ABS
1993/94).
4.2.16 Bunbury
GVP total horticulture (1995)*

$103,000

Approximate area of current horticulture
(1995)*

10 ha

Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

0

Total area of Local Authority

6,717 ha

Total CALM land

16 ha

Unmapped land or water features

4,054 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land
Category 2 (fair) horticultural land
Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture

254 ha

33% vegetated

1,470 ha

52% vegetated

923 ha

34% vegetated

Additional horticultural development potential
**

0

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000
kL/ha/year. For current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission

Bunbury is only a small area devoted to the town of Bunbury.
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4.2.17 Dardanup
GVP total horticulture (1995)*

$199,000

Approximate area of current horticulture (1995)*

50 ha

Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

0

Total area of Local Authority

52,744 ha

Total CALM land

21,667 ha

Unmapped land or water features

16,488 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

1,022 ha

8% vegetated

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

3,556 ha

31% vegetated

10,012 ha

8% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture:
Additional horticultural development potential**
Surface water availability: ***

0
15,000 ML

Surface Water Location:

Collie

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000
kL/ha/year. For current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission
*** Surface water is discussed in Appendix 1 - refer to discussion on the South West Irrigation
District.

Groundwater here is reserved for Bunbury public water supply. Some additional
horticultural development in the Collie irrigation district or the unmapped portions of
the Scarp, utilising surface water supplies would be feasible.
4.2.18 Capel
GVP total horticulture (1995)*

$3,489,000

Approximate area of current horticulture (1995)*
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

290 ha
10,581 ML

Total area of Local Authority

56,333 ha

Total CALM land

7,369 ha

Unmapped land or water features

10,691 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

3,504 ha

35% vegetated

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

14,070 ha

37% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture

20,699 ha

13% vegetated

Additional horticultural development potential **

705 ha

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000
kL/ha/year. For current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission

There is still potential to develop over 700 ha of high water use horticulture such as
market gardening. The coastal plain is sensitive to nutrient pollution, however some
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of this area may have slightly lower pollution risk from horticultural development
because the Capel River does not drain into an estuary.
Land use issues include pressure from rural-residential development and competition
from urban development extending south along the coast from Bunbury (see DPUD
1993b). Agricultural issues will be discussed in the draft Greater Bunbury Statutory
Region Scheme MfP (in prep.).
There is nearly 11,000 ha of unmapped land. Unmapped land resources to the east
of the Shire are now available (Tille 1996).
4.2.19 Busselton
GVP total horticulture (1995)*

$17,997,280

Approximate area of current horticulture (1995)*
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

2,040 ha
20,750 ML

Total area of Local Authority

145,677 ha

Total CALM land

36,650 ha

Unmapped land or water features

11,678 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

7,163 ha 21% vegetated

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

52,054 ha 26% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture:

38,132 ha 20% vegetated

Additional horticultural development potential**

1,383 ha

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000
kL/ha/year. For current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission

There is a large amount of groundwater available in the unconfined aquifer in the
Shire of Busselton (20,750 ML/year). Despite there being over 7,000 ha of high
capability (Classes 1 and 2 land) for horticulture, development pressures and land
use conflict in this rapidly growing area means that horticulture needs to be carefully
located. A further problem is that areas to the north of the coastal plain, nearer to
Geographe Bay and the Vasse Estuary have brackish groundwater, which may be
unsuitable for horticulture.
The Western Coastline for the Shires of Busselton and Margaret River-Augusta has
very limited groundwater available, hence the gazetted groundwater areas do not
extend over this region. In this area horticultural development would need to rely on
surface water supplies. A good option in this area is viticulture, which requires much
smaller water supplies than most commercial horticultural crops (e.g. 4,000
kL/ha/year or less). For these reasons and because of a favourable climate and a
link with tourism and lifestyle, there is now a strong viticulture industry in the
Busselton area worth over $2.5 million (ABS 1996).
The value of the viticulture industry is larger in Busselton than in the Margaret River
area, which is perhaps better known because it had some of the earliest
developments. The importance of the viticulture industry has been recognised in the
Statement of Planning Policy for the Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge (MfP 1998).
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4.2.20 Augusta-Margaret River
GVP total horticulture (1995)*

$2,480,000

Approximate area of current horticulture (1995)*
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures):

370 ha
30,000 ML***

Total area of Local Authority:

226,313 ha

Total CALM land:

116,400 ha

Unmapped land or water features:

5,072 ha

Category 1 horticultural land:

2,101 ha 37% vegetated

Category 2 horticultural land:

66,332 ha 31% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture:

36,408 ha 39% vegetated

Additional horticultural development potential**

2,000 ha

* Adjusted ABS figures - see Appendix 2
** Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000
kL/ha/year. For current figures contact the Water and Rivers Commission
*** estimate only

Similar to Busselton, the western coastline has limited groundwater availability, which
partly contributes to viticulture becoming the largest horticulture industry worth more
than $1 million (ABS 1996).
The importance of the viticulture industry has now also been recognised in the
Statement of Planning Policy for the Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge (MfP 1998).
No sub-areas have yet been defined for the Blackwood Groundwater Area (labelled
AUG on the maps). An estimate using WAWRC (1985) figures suggests that there
may be around 30 ML groundwater available for development in the Eastern portion
of the Shire of Margaret River-Augusta which could accommodate more than 2000
ha of horticultural development.
The main opportunity for this development is along the Scott River Plain which has a
high proportion of low lying, seasonally waterlogged sandy soils. For environmental
and production reasons, year-round horticultural production will be restricted in this
area. However, there is presently a growing industry for summer only potatoes.
Recent work by Tille (pers. com) suggests that around 50% of the land area marked
as mapping unit Sd on the published land resources maps (Tille and Lantzke 1991)
could be used for summer only horticulture if it is carefully located and managed.
This is essential since the Scott River is highly susceptible to nutrient pollution.
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6 Appendix 1: Surface Water Resources
For most types of horticulture in the majority of the study area, groundwater is generally the
most practical option for year-round irrigation. The main exception is the gazetted irrigation
districts extending along the base of the Darling Range from Waroona to Dardanup.
Because in many areas of the Coastal Plain groundwater is not commonly available, these
areas use smaller self supply dams and soaks, Examples include the viticulture areas along
the Naturalist Ridge in the Shires of Margaret River-Augusta and Busselton and orchards in
the Darling Range and Foothills at Kalamunda, Swan and Armadale.
The main problem with surface water is that all streams in the study area flow only for a
limited period each year and therefore require storage (dam site). The main flow period is
from June to September or October each year (>5% mean annual flow), with shoulder flows
(>1% mean annual flow) from May, prior to the winter rainfall period and extending to
October November and sometimes December after winter.
If a property is likely to have suitable dam storage, pumped stream supply may be an option.
(You cannot dam an entire stream for private use.) Alternatively larger properties may have
sufficient catchment area to harvest their own water. McPharlane (Date??) et al have
prepared a document explaining the requirements needed to develop this option.

Busselton and Margaret River Augusta
The coastal region along the Naturalist Ridge has very little groundwater that is accessible.
Favourable climate, soils and because viticulture uses less water than most other
horticultural activities are part of the reason why viticulture has become the most important
horticultural industry in this area.
High rainfall, with annual means from approximately 850 to 1200 mm offers considerable
opportunity to harvest surface water. Run-off from the region is generally in excess of 150
mm. (Severe Jarrah dieback in this region causes higher run-off rates than would normally
be expected.)
For further information refer to a detailed regional inventory "Surface water resources of the
Busselton - Walpole Region", by PD Muirden, Water and Rivers Commission (In prep).
Two basins cover the Busselton-Margaret River-Augusta area. The Busselton Coast Basin
(Basin 610) and the lower reaches of the Blackwood River Basin (Basin 609).
If we consider only fresh water supplies (i.e. < 500 mg/L TSS) a rough estimate of
harvestable water is in excess of 200 ML per year. There are many difficulties associated
with utilising this quantity of surface water (see pp A1 and A3). Never the less, with careful
planning, this quantity of fresh water could be the basis for many thousands of hectares of
new horticultural developments within these shires.

South West Irrigation District
An irrigation scheme removes the need for individual small property owners to find suitable
dam storage if they wish to use surface water in the drier months of the year. There are
three irrigation areas within the study area, Collie, Harvey and Waroona (shown on map
sheets 5 and 6).
Although there is a small amount of horticultural production within the irrigation areas, dairy
cattle are the predominant agricultural land use.
Much of the irrigation district is poorly drained and quite waterlogged during winter. This is
reflected by the large area of class 4&5 land for horticulture on table A1, which requires good
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drainage. There is limited land suitable for horticultural use in Waroona and Collie. Any
expansion of year-round horticulture may require improved drainage or some relocation of
the irrigation district onto the foothills areas to the east of the existing irrigation areas.

Table A1. Horticultural land and maximum development potential in the irrigation
districts.

Irrigation District:

Collie

Harvey

Waroona

Area Percent Area Percent Area Percent
(ha) of total (ha) of total (ha) of total
Suitable for most types of horticulture:

774

5%

998

6%

42

1%

Suitable for some types of horticulture

1,438

9%

4,032

24%

118

2%

Generally not suitable for horticulture

13,348

82% 11,570

69%

4,453

93%

107

1%

157

3%

100% 16,706

100%

4,770

100%

Water features or unmapped land (ha)
Total area (ha)

742
16,302

Water available (GL)

5%

68

64

18

Max Additional horticultural
development potential (@15,000
ML/year/ha)

4,533

4,267

1,200

Max Additional horticultural
development potential (@4,000
ML/year/ha)

17,000

16,000

4,500
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There are a number of important considerations when looking at utilisation of surface
water for farming purposes:
Water quality. High stream salinity is common, particularly to the SE as you go
further into the drier wheatbelt areas.
Water quantity. This aspect is considerably more difficult because it may be
influenced by many factors including:
•

•

•

location - The most water is usually available at the river mouth, though this may
not be useful if it is subject to tidal influence. There is usually less water further
upstream, but this may be where the water is needed, or the location of suitable
dam sites for water storage.
timing and variability - All streams in the study area flow only through the winter
months, and summer usage would rely on suitable storage. Evaporation may result
in considerable losses and yearly rainfall can be highly variable. (hence large dams
are needed to compensate for seasonal fluctuations) Additionally those wishing to
use surface water from streams must have properties nearby. Alternatively larger
properties can harvest water from catchment areas on their own properties. (The
requirements for harvesting water from a small catchment is detailed in "Water
Supplies for Horticulture in the Lower Great Southern by McFarlane et al, 1995").
Note also that information is not available for smaller streams within the study area.
Water availability will be influenced by the amount of rainfall, and exactly where it
falls and the proportion of vegetation in a catchment area. Cleared catchment can
have many more times the total run-off than a vegetated catchment. However, this
water may also be of lower quality in terms of erosion sediments and salinity and
run out of the catchment in a much shorter space of time than a vegetated
catchment.

Streams are used by many people and the environment, and some flow must be
preserved for the wide range of possible uses
The following information is a brief summary of potential surface water resources,
derived from various Water and Rivers Commission publications, plus unpublished
data originally from the 1985 review of WA's water resources. It is supplied as an
indication of possible resources available at June 1996 only. The development of
new dams for public water supplies, other new developments or updated monitoring
and research data will have a large impact on water availability. The Water and
Rivers Commission should be consulted for the best available water information.
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Table A2. Estimates of water availability from surface streams in the Gingin to
Augusta study area.
River
Basin

Watercourse name

609

Blackwood River

609

Camp Brook (Gully?)

609

Chapman Brook

609

Green Hill" Brook

609

McLeod Creek

609

Millstream

609

Moornaming Brook

609

Estimated
Mean Annual
Flow

Salinity water
quality

Quality of
Data

Marginal

Good

400,000

2 360

Fresh

Good

2,200

42 300

Fresh

Fair

37 500

614 000

Estimated
water
available
(1994 figures)

2 850

Fresh

Fair

n/d

30 700

Fresh

Fair

n/d

1 400

Fresh

Poor

540

218

Saline

poor

7

Red Gully

17 300

Fresh

Good

n/d

609

Scott River

113 900

Fresh

Good

40 000

609

St. John Brook

44 500

Fresh

Good

34 000

609

West Bay Creek

8 500

Fresh

Fair

n/d

610

Abba River (Coast)

11 900

Fresh

Fair

750

610

Abba River (Hills)

1 450

Fresh

Fair

n/d

610

Annie Brook/Station Gully
(coast)

12 500

Fresh

Fair

n/d

610

Boodjidup Brook

15 200

Fresh

Fair

n/d

610

Bramley Brook

17 400

Fresh

Fair

n/d

610

Buayanup River (Coast)

46 600

Fresh

Fair

n/d

610

Buayanyup River (Trib)

1 660

Fresh

Good

610

Calgardup Brook

6 770

Fresh

Fair

1 100
n/d

610

Capel River

54 300

Fresh

Good

31 000

610

Carbunup River (U/S)

23 200

Fresh

Good

17 400

610

Cowaramup Brook

5 400

Fresh

Good

n/d

610

Gunyulup Brook

11 900

Fresh

Good

8 000

610

Ludlow River

7 150

Fresh

Good

4 100

610

Ludlow River

17 200

Fresh

Fair

610

Margaret River

81 800

Fresh

Good

610

Mary Brook (coast)

11 200

Fresh

Fair

n/d

610

Sabina River (Diverted)

11 300

Fresh

Fair

n/d

610

Sabina River (Hills)

2 690

Fresh

Fair

1 900

610

Turner Brook

22 400

Fresh

Fair

n/d

610

Vasse River

4 140

Fresh

Good

610

Vasse River (Main stream)

17 700

Fresh

Fair

n/d

610

Vasse/Sabina Diversion
mouth

35 800

Fresh

Fair

12 000

610

Wilyabrup Brook

32 700

Fresh

Good

26 000

611

Coolingutup Brook

611

Crooked Brook

4 000

Fresh

Fair

2 800

611

Ferguson River

19 000

Fresh

Fair

14 600

611

Five Mile Brook

n/d
48 700

2 700

n/d

0
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611

Joshua Creek

9 000

Fresh

Fair

2 600

611

Preston River

97 000

Fresh

Fair

38 000

611

Thomson Brook

13 000

Fresh

Fair

9 000

612

Brunswick River

78 000

Fresh

Fair

46 405

612

Collie River

220 000

Marginal

Good

50 000

612

Henty Brook

Fresh

Poor

2 500

8 000

612

Lunenburgh River

n/d

612

Pollard Brook Tributary

n/d

612

Shentons Elbow Brook

612

Wellesley River

613

Bancell Brook

3 000

Fresh

Poor

1 500
n/d

6 100

Fresh

Fair

4 480

613

Black Tom Brook

1 600

Fresh

Good

1 500

613

Clarke Brook

4 800

Fresh

Fair

3 000

613

Drakes/Samson Brooks

Fresh

Good

18 000

613

Falls Brook

n/d

613

Harvey River

112 000

Fresh

Good

18 300

613

Logue Brook

15 700

Fresh

Good

4 000

613

Mc Knoes Brook

9 900

Fresh

Fair

6 700

613

Wellesley Creek

17 000

Fresh

Fair

11 000

613

Wokalup Creek

613

Yalup Brook North

2 400

n/a
Fresh

Good

2 400

n/d

613

Yalup Brook South

1 400

Fresh

Good

0

614

Bickley Brook

5 000

Fresh

Good

300

614

Big Brook

3 000

Fresh

2 500

614

Conjurunup Creek

Fresh

Good

2 000

614

Dirk Brook

8 100

Fresh

Poor

6 500

614

Gooralong Brook

9 000

Fresh

Poor

4 000

614

Honor Brook

614

Logue Brook

2 000

Fresh

614

Marrinup Brook

12 000

Fresh

Good

614

Murray River (a)

327 000

Fresh

Fair

614

North Dandalup River

34 000

Fresh

Good

500

614

Oakley Brook

7 000

Fresh

Good

0

614

Serpentine River

Fresh

Good

614

South Dandalup River

45 000

Fresh

616

Avon River

460 000

Saline

Poor

100 000

616

Brockman River

42 000

Fresh

Fair

15 000

Fresh

n/d
1 000
5 000
152 967

11 598
11 082

616

Canning River

Fresh

Good

4 127

616

Churchman Brook

5 000

Fresh

Good

0

616

Ellen Brook

31000

Fresh/Marginal

Fair

7 100

616

Helena River

72 000

Fresh

Fair

12 000

616

Jane Brook

15000

Fresh

Fair

9 400

616

Jimpering Brook

5 000

Poor

n/d

616

Munday Brook

6 000

Fresh

Good

0

616

Piesse Gully

616

Red Swamp Brook

n/d
4 000
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616

Stintons Brook

3 100

616

Susannah Brook

6 000

Fresh

616

Wooroloo Brook

51 000

616

Wungong Brook

28 000

617

Gingin Brook

617

Moore River
Totals:

Good

1 000

Fair

3 400

Fresh

Fair

26 600

Fresh

Good

1 200

48 000

Fresh

Poor

2 838

182 000

Saline

Poor

31 000

3362 488

1324 994

All volumes in thousands of cubic metres per annum (1000m3 = 1 million litres = 1ML )
Salinity
Categories
Fresh
Less than 500 mg/L Total Soluble Salts (TSS)
Marginal
Brackish
Saline

Greater than 500 mg/L but less than 1,500 mg/L or
600 mg/L chloride
Greater than 1500 mg/L TSS or 600 mg/L, but less
than 5000 mg/L TSS.
Greater than 5000 mg/L TSS
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Figure A1: River Basins in south west Western Australia
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7 Appendix 2: Comparison of 1993/94 agricultural
statistics and Peel Horticulture Study (Bradby & Morris
1995)
It is generally accepted that ABS figures give reasonable industry overviews. The
best available horticultural land use and production figures, on a local authority basis,
covering the entire study area are from 1993/94 agricultural statistics from the
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). These were compared against a detailed
survey of growers in the Peel Region, the Peel-Horticultural Study (Bradby and
Morris 1995), to find out how well they applied to the study area.

Limitations of the comparison
A direct comparison between the Peel Horticulture Study and the ABS 1993/94 figures is
difficult because the information was collected in a different manner and for different
purposes. Some of the key differences between the two sets of figures are:
♦ Previously ABS excluded figures below $22,500. The 1993/94 figures used exclude only
activities below $5,000, which would pick up the majority of Horticulturalists. The Peel
Horticulture study had no such limit and would pick up additional smaller businesses.
♦ The Peel Horticulture Study combines various types of horticulture, however, it is
possible to separate fruit production for Murray and Serpentine Jarrahdale because the
towns of Dwellingup and Jarrahdale are predominantly fruit growing areas.
♦ The Peel Study includes 'crops under cover' (i.e. greenhouses) which may not be picked
up by ABS.
♦ The coastal plain is predominantly vegetables and garden horticulture (i.e. nurseries, cut
flowers and turf).
♦ The area figures in the Peel Study are known to be accurate as they were ground
truthed, hence the agricultural statistics are compared against the Peel Horticulture Study
figures.
♦ The value of production in the Peel Horticulture Study had to be extrapolated from a
limited survey response, however since the production totals will be quite accurate and
the extrapolation drew on local knowledge it is also assumed to be more accurate than
the agricultural statistics.
♦ There is just over a year’s difference in the collection times for the two sets of figures.
Due to the coarse nature of the figures, the effects of inflation are not considered.
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Table A3. Comparison of horticultural production recorded in the Peel Horticulture
Study by Vicki Morris and Keith Bradby (January 1995) and ABS 1996 agricultural
statistics.
Peel Horticulture Study
$ ‘000

ABS Statistics

ha

$ ‘000

ha

Fruit
Serpentine-Jarrahdale

4,020

282

2,051

274

Murray

4,200

285

5,209

277

Total fruit

8,220

567

7,260

551

12,000

372

2,842

113

290

42

356

10

1,585

159

849

65

850

50

157

7

Kwinana

12,240

596

6,228

220

Rockingham

12,400

450

6,820

370

Total vegetables and garden
horticulture

39,365

1,669

17,252

785

All horticulture

47,585

2,236

24,512

1,337

Vegetables and garden horticulture*
Serpentine-Jarrahdale
Murray
Waroona
Mandurah

* Waroona, Mandurah, Kwinana and Rockingham values include fruit, however
horticulture in these shires is mostly vegetables and garden horticulture.
Fruit = ABS total value of fruit, nuts and grapes, including viticulture.
Vegetables = ABS total value of vegetables for human consumption and for seed
production.
Garden horticulture = ABS total value of nurseries, cut flowers and turf.
Table A4. Comparison of returns between Peel Horticulture Study and ABS
Statistics in dollars per hectare.
Peel ($/ha)

ABS ($/ha)

Total fruit

14,497

13,159

Total vegetables and garden
horticulture

23,586

21,960

Total all horticulture

21,281

18,329

Table A5.
Percentage underestimation of horticultural gross value of
production and area in the Peel Region.
Difference $
Difference ha
Total fruit
12%
3%
Total vegetables and garden
56%
53%
horticulture
Note:
Fruit includes nuts and viticulture, as part of total grape production.
Vegetables includes vegetables for seed production.
Garden horticulture is the total for nurseries, turf and cut flower production.
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Table A6. Discussion of agricultural statistics compared to Peel Horticulture Study.

Area of production
ABS area calculations are
accurate, though slightly low for
fruit production (i.e. also called
orchards or perennial
horticulture)
For vegetables and garden
horticulture, areas tend to be low
by around 50%

Suggested reasons for differences
Established orchards tend to be long-term land
uses.

$ Gross value of production
(GVP)
$GVP for fruit in SerpentineJarrahdale is underestimated.
However the total for Murray is
overestimated.

Suggested reasons for differences

A major cause would be the more transient
nature of this activity. For example multiple
cropping on the same parcel of land may show
larger areas cropped than there are actual
market gardens. However this is apparently
entirely offset because many areas may remain
uncropped for one or more seasons. Also in the
Waroona irrigation district summer only
vegetables are grown in areas that are normally
hay or pasture.

It is unclear why the total for Murray is much
higher when the areas under production are
similar. A further look at the ABS figures for
specific crops indicates that apples are the main
fruit. Murray also appears to have far greater
production and number of trees than
Serpentine-Jarrahdale. This large discrepancy
could not be explained.
$GVP for vegetables and garden The differences in $GVP appear closely related
horticulture is consistently low,
to the differences in area of production. It is
averaging around 50%.
more difficult to explain the large difference for
However the figure for
Serpentine-Jarrahdale. Its proximity to the city
Serpentine Jarrahdale seems
may mean that a large number of smaller or part
low by more than 75%.
time producers are affecting the total.

Conclusions
Based on the comparison and local knowledge of the area agricultural statistics
generally underestimate agricultural production. For the purpose of this report $GVP
for fruit is underestimated by 10%, and there is minimal difference in area of
production. $GVP and area for vegetables and garden horticulture combined is
underestimated by 50%.
On a local authority basis there appears to be considerable variability. For example, $GVP
in the Shire of Murray is actually overestimated slightly, hence the underestimates do not
apply uniformly for each local authority.
References
Australian Bureau of Statistics (1996). 1993/94 Agstats on floppy disc. Floppy discs and
reference manuals available at ABS Perth.
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8 Appendix 3: Information for shires partly within the
study area
Chittering
GVP total horticulture (1995)
Approximate area of current horticulture (1995)
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

3,581 ML

Total area of Local Authority

122,342 ha

Total CALM land

1,721 ha

Unmapped land or water features

105,586 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land

7 ha 16% vegetated

Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

14,488 ha

5 % vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture

539 ha 12% vegetated

Additional horticultural development potential*

239 ha

* Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year

Only the south-west portion of Chittering extends into the study area, hence it is
excluded from the main calculations for this report.
With a value of production of more than $7.5 million, Chittering is ranked 13 in WA.
There are around 14,000 ha of land extending onto the Coastal Plain. Most of this land is
ranked category 2, suitable for some types of horticulture. However, groundwater resources
are almost fully utilised and further horticultural development is likely to be limited to only
several hundred hectares.

Nannup
GVP total horticulture (1995)
Approximate area of current horticulture (1995)
Annual fresh groundwater available (1995
figures)

0 ML

Total area of Local Authority

293,659 ha

Total CALM land

226,264 ha

Unmapped land or water features

42,094 ha

Category 1 (good) horticultural land
Category 2 (fair) horticultural land

3,382 ha 43% vegetated

Category 3 generally unsuitable for horticulture:
Additional horticultural development potential*

21,919 ha 40% vegetated
No figure

* Potential based on available fresh superficial groundwater where market gardens use 15,000 kL/ha/year
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Canning
Inner city shire - excluded from figures.

(The mapping overlaps Canning by 1045 ha. There is enough water for 62 ha of
development.)
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